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ABSTRACT 
i . - --. 

In an· attempt to produce ha.rd magnetic material, 

ultrafine pa.rticles of iron-cobalt alloys and ni~kfll have be~n 

produced by an evaporation-condensation"technique • 

. To investigate the magnetic properties of ~these p;~.rticles, 

a Ji'araday Balance Magnetometer \·Jas cons-tructed.. A Pulsed 1"ield 

Hagnctometer was also employed. TheEf: were used to measure 

magnetization and coercivity, and to produce hysteresis loops 

• 
for random assemblies of particles. The d.c. static and 

demagnetization remanences have also been measured • 
.. -.. 

X-ray diffraction tecluliques \tere used to find the 

structure and lattice parameters of the particles. The r:torphology 

\'Jas studied with the aid of an electron microscopeD 

The observed values of magnetization can be explained in 

terms-of a core of ferromagnetic material surrounded by a 

aurfacc oxide layer. For cobalt this layer is a.ntiferromagneti.c 

and for iron it is ferrima,gnetic. 

The results of the electron microscopy sho\'1 that the 

particles are allnost perfectly spherical and their sizes lie 

within a normal distribution curve. The peak in the distribution 
0 

falls at approximately 400A. The'particles show a strong tcndancy 

to chain together. '!'his is believed to be due to magnetic 

attraction. 

All the samples show a low remanence to saturation ratio, 

typically 0.20~ and a difficulty to caturate. The resulting 

hysteresis loops can be expla).ned in terms of fanning, coherent 

rotation and multidoma:i.n rnechanismB. It :l.s believed ·that some 

of the particles are genuinely single domain, and that their 



.. 
II 

magnetization reverses coherently. In addition there are 

part:i.cles large enough to contain more than one domaino 'J.'he 

remaining reversal mechanism which is fanning, HBB proposed 

by Jacobs and Bean for a chain of sphereso 

The abov·e model \llouJ.d appear to. bt~ further supported 

by the results of electron microsCOIY• 

-· 

·' 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Magnetism is an important property of materials, a 

particularly valuable group of whj~h are those called 

ferromagnetic. The prefix "ferr.:..U is used because iron is the 

commonest example of a solid which behaves in this way. For 

technological applications ferromagnetic substances can be 

subdivided into hard and soft magnetic materials. Both classes 

of materials produce rnagnetic_hysteresis effects, the nature of 

which enables a rough division :into the t\'ro classes to be made. 

Hard magnetic materials are often called permanent 

magnet materials. ~hese substances are used in the production 

of permanent magnets and magnetic recording media. Such 

materials have high coercivity, high remanence and a \'tide 

hysteresis loop. 

On the other hand, soft magnetic materials which are 

used for transformers and motors have low coercivity and a 

narrow hysteresis loop. 

The need for materials having the properties of these 

two classes has therefore led to the production of substances 

with widely varying ferromagnetic properties. Over the years 

attenti.on has been turned towards fine particles in order to 

find improvements on existing permanent magnet ct~racteristics 

( 1, 2) • These fine partie les, l-lhich hereafter may also be 

referred to as powders, micropO\IIdera· and microparticles, have 

been produced by a number of different techniques. These have 

included the precipitation, evaporatiou and straightforward 

3· 



ball milling processes. The size of particles thus produced 
0 0 

ranges from lOA up to about 105A. The particles have then been 

compressed in order to produce permanent particulate magnets 

or dispersed, and subsequently coated on to plast~_c tape. 

This latter has been the basis for producing partic~late 

magnetic recording tapes. 

In knowing how such a magnet or tape will behave, it is 

necessary to knO\oJ the magnetic properties and mechanisms 

involved in the magnetization of an assembly of particles. 

1.1. Aim of thi~ Work 

The evaporation method for producing fine particles 

takes place in inert gas at low pressure. This gas-evaporation 

.process \'taB first performed by Beeck et al ( 3) in 19L~o. The 

method was subsequently rediscovered by some Japanese \'rorkers, 

. "* Kimoto et al ( 4, 5, 6, 7), and also I.R.D. in Newcastle 

(8, 9, 10). 

The Japanese workers initially used this method for 

producing particles of a variety of metals.. Later they 

developed a greater interest in magnetic metals. Some 

American workers have actually patented the process (11). 

At I.R.D. the technique was ·adopted and developed to produce 

a dry colloid teclmique. This is a refinement of the Bitter 

and \·let Colloid technique 'rlhich enables the· observation of 

magnetic domain botmdaries. The main advantage is that this 

technique can be used at lo.,.t temperatures \'lhen normal wet 

colloid would have frozen. This method has been applied to 

the study of domains in Gd by Al-Bassam et al (12) and in Tb 

by Al-Bassam et al (13) and Herring et al (14). 

The main aim of the present vtork is to produce po"tders 

4 
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by an identical process, and to investigate their magnetic and 

physical properties. It is believed that the results obtained 

may shed new light on the magnetic mechanisms involved. 
-

Before dealing with the theory of fine ferromagnetic 

par~icles, a short account of magnetism in general will be.given. 

1.2. Early ~fagnetism 

"At this point I shall set out to explain what law of 

nature causes iron to be attracted by that stone which the 

Greeks call from its place of origin magnet, because it occurs 

in the territory of the Magnesians." These are the word~ of a 

Roman poet Lucretius Carus who lived in the lst century B.C. (15). 

Actually there is an alternative origin to the word magnet. 

P.liny (16) attribut~s the name to its discoverer, a shepherd 

called ~agnes. Evidently the nails in his shoes were attracted 

by a magnet.while he was attending to his sheep. 

Whatever the origin, it is believed that the properties 

of loadstone were known to the Greeks as long ago as 800 B.C. (17). 

The first 1magnetic 1 invention was the compass although the date 

of origin is uncertain. The early Greeks had their own ideas 

on magnetism which were based more on philosophy than on 

experiment. The first experimenter in magnetism was 

Peter Peregrinus (Anglicized), who lived in the latter half of 

the 13th century. He t1as the first person to use the term 

"poles of a magnet". The most famous of the early experimenters 

was William Gilbert who was born in 1544. He was interested in 

terrestial magnetism and also discovered that ferromagnetism 

could be destroyed at high temperatures. Gilbert is sometimes 

called "the father of magnetism". Even so there was much 

superstition and mysticism surrounding magnetism at that time. 



....... __ 

It was believed that onions and garlic had adverse effects on 

the attractive p0111ers of loadstone; and also that magnets had 

magical healing powers. 

The first of the modern investigators was Coulomb who 

produced his law of attraction at the_ start of the 18th· century. 

There then followed a great number of experiments performed by 

such people as Oersted, Faraday and Curie. 

It was not until the advent of quantum theory, at the 

beginning of the 20th century,_ that the theory of magnetism took 

a form which is recognizable today. Since then a mountain of 

information about the subject has been accumulated. 

1.3. The Origins of Magnetism (18, 19) 

· Nagnetic effects are produced. as a result of moving 

electric charge. . Thus the effects of magnetism may be observed 

when an electric current flows in a conductor or as a result of 

the inherent motion of electrons in different materials. All 

. matter contains moving electrons therefore all matter is in 

some sense magnetic. The main types of magnetism observed i11 

materials are ferromagnetism, ferrimagnetism, antiferromagnetism, 

paramagnetism and diamagnetism. This worl< is concerned l'lith 

.f-erromagnetic substances which can exhibit large magnetic 

moments even in the absence of an external applied field. 

The origin of the magnetic moment in atoms is twofold - · 

the orbital motion and the spin of electrons. How these are 

affected by the external field or the internal crystal field 

results in the different forms of magnetism which are observed. 

Diamagnetism is a \~eak magnet~sm \~hich arises from the 

orbital motion of the electrons in a magnetic field. The 

applied field modifies the electron motion causing a precession 

of the orbit about the field. In accordance with Lenz's la111, 
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the electrons move in such a way that the resulting magnetization 

opposes the applied field. It ~s for this reason that diamagnetic 

materials possess negative susceptibility. 

Paramagnetism requires the existence of permanent 

magnetic dipol~s. In ionic paramagnetic materials the moment 

is associated with the total aneular momentum of electrons. 'ihis 

is represented by the vectorial sum of the orbital momentum and 

the spin momentum. Because of _the pairing of antiparallel spins 

in filled shells, the moment must be due to the unpaired 

electrons in unfilled shells. 

Rare earth ions have unfilled 4f shells which are deep 

in the atoms, so that the moments are more or less isolated from 

their magnetic environment. On the other hand, ions of the iron 

group salts have unfilled 3d shells. These are the outermost 

and so are exposed to the crystal field. This is an 

inhomogeneous electric field produced by the neighbouring ions. 

The result of this is that the spin momentum is unaffected, but 

the orbital momentum is quenched. Therefore the magnetic 

moment in iron group salts is due in the first approximation to 

the spin momentum alone (20). 

Due to thermal agitation the moments of an assembly of 

atoms assume random orientation, and there is no net 

magnetization (see fig. l.l.a) •. The application of a magnetic 

field produces a slight alignment of the moments in the 

direction of the field (see fig. l.l.b). The amount of 

alignment depends upon the size of field and temperature, since 

the effect of one is to oppose the other. 

Paramagnetism is also observed in metals. In this case 

the dipole moment is due to the conduction electrons. In the 

7 



(a) 

(b) 

absence of an external magnetic ~ield, the electrons fill· up 

all the available states that have energies less than the 

Fermi energy. Half of the electrons have positive spin and half 

have negative spin. Ther.efore the net moment is zero. Upon 

application of an external field, the magnetic moments due to 

the spins line up either parallell or _antiparallel to the field. 

The effect of the fi"eld.is to increase the energy of the. 

electrons with a~tiparallel spins and decrease the energy of 

tho.se 1r1ith parallel spins. The situation is unstable, and 

FIG. 1.1. 

/ ... Arrangement 

.'\ 
of 

I l 
para~agnetic 

• spins 

1 Applied Field = 0 

\ I> 

~ 

·--·1 ' ~ .. .-- I H 

I ' ~ ...--
Applied Field ;>o 

results in some of the electrons in the antiparallel states 

undergoing transitions to the lower energy pa~allel states. This 

means that there are no\'J more electrons with parallel moments 

than '"ith antiparallel moments. Hence the metal in an applied · 

field posse.sses a net magnetic moment ( 21). The maenetization 

due to this effect (Pauli paramr3.gnetisrn) is \Jeak and is ·often 

··--··· .. ~ .. ~. 
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(a) Antiferromagnetic · (b) Ferrimagnetic 

Fm. 1.2 

AR.."q.ANGEHENT OF SPINS :FOR SIMPLE 
ANTIFERROBAGNETIC AND FERRHl.A;GNEI'IC SYSTEl-1S 

masked by stronger effects due to the moments of the atomic 

cores. 

In ferromagnetic, antiferromagnetic and ferrimagnetic 

substances, there is a strong interaction between the magnetic 

moments of the individual atoms. In simple antiferromagnetic 

and ferrimagnetic materials, the interaction is negative. This 

produces an arrangement of antiparallel ~pins which exactly 

cancel in the antiferromagnetic case (see fig.l.2 (a))·. There 
I 

is therefore no net magnetization. In the case of a simple 

... • ... FIG. 1.3 

.. ... ·FERHOHAGNETIC 

ARRMiG Er·:mJ'I' OF SPINS 
~ .... ~ 

AT o'lc 
~ .... ~ 
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ferrimagnetic though, the net magnetic rnomen'c in one direction 

is larger than the net magnetic moment in the other. This is 

due to different ions on different lattice sites having unequal 

moments or t.o antifarromagnetic coupling between two sub-lattices 

containing different numbers of sites. Therefore a resultant 

magnetization is observed (see fig. 1.2(b)). 

These are no.t the only arrangements of antiferromagnetic· 

and ferrimagnetic systems (22). For example parasiUc 

ferromagnetism, or canted antiferromagnetism as it is sometimes 

called, occurs in materials which are essentially antiferro-

magnetic but whose spins can be rotated slightly a'tTay from their 

usual orientation. 

In the case of ferromagnetism there is a strong positive 

interaction between spins \ofhich results in parallel alignment. 

At absolute zero the alignment is perfect (fig. 1.3). As the 

temperature is raised the arrangement is disturbed due to thermal 

agi ta tiori. Eventually, 'rlhen high enough temperatures are 

reached, the al:i.grunent is completely destroyed. Tha orientation 

is then random and the material behaves like a paramagnet. Upon. 

cooling, the ferromagnetism is recov~rable. 

It was suggested by \·Ieiss (23) at the begirming of the 

century that a strong "molecular field" was responsible for the 

alignment of spins. The origin of this field was unknown to 

Weiss. Calculations of its magnitude gave values of the order 

of 1070e. These are much too large to be explained by simple 

dipole interactions. Heisenberg later showed that the origin 

of the Heiss molecnu.r field is in fact due to quantum 

mechanical exchange interactions between spins. 

Heisenberg (24) based his theory upon the hydrogen 

10 



molecule in which it is assumed that the electrons are 

localized at the atoms. He showed that an exchange interaction 

bet\-.reen electrons in different quantum states leads to a 

· minimum in energy provided both the spin quantum numbers are 

the same, i.e. if the spins are parallel. The strength of the 

exchange interaction depends upo~ the interatomic distance. 

As two atoms are brought together the spins of unpaired electrons 

align parallel. If the atoms are brought closer still, the 

exchange forces decrease and finally pass through zero. An 

antipa.ral1el spin arrangement then becomes energetically 

favourable. The potential energy between t,.,.o atoms having spins 

S. and· S. is given by 
l J 

v .. = 
I.J 

-2JS. 
1 • . .................... . (1.1) 

where J is the exchange integral. If J is positive, the energy 

is least \'Jhen S. is parallel to S .; and if J is negative, it is 
1 J 

least \'1hen S. is antiparallel to S .• The exchange constant A 
1 J . 

is defined as 

A = 2.1s . s . 1 a o 
1 J 

\'!here a 0 is the lattice parameter. 

So far it has been assumed thn.t the electrons are 

tightly bound to the atoms. This is the case for insulators. 

Ho\vever most ferromagnetic materials are metallj.c, in which 

case mobile electrons mu::;t be taken into account. Attempts hnve 

therefore been made to explain ferromagnetiam by the band theory 

of solids (25, 26). 

In the ii·on grcrup series, the 4s shells are filled, 

and the 3d shells are only partially filled. ;.fi th the 

11 
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exception of the 4s electrons, the 3d electrons are the most 

exposed in the atom. The shells of these can be assumed to be 

nearly. touching or overlapping those ·of neighbouring atoms. 

The energy levels are perturbed, giving rise to an energy band. 

Above the Curie temperature, \-I here ferromagnetism vanishes, the 

ba:ccl contains equal populations of electrons \-ii th positive and 

negative spin. 

Well belO\oJ the Curie temperature, the exchange 

interaction between electrons gives rise to a splitting of the 

energy band. Electrons with negative spin have their energy 

increased and those \-lith positive spin have their energy 

decreased. As in the case of Pauli.paramagnetism in metals, 

the situation is unstable. This results in electrons from the 

negative spin band spilling over into the positive spin band 

until equilibrium is r~ached. There is now a net magnetic 

moment. 

1.4. Macroscopic Ferromngnetism 

The previous section dealt with magnetism at the atomic 

level. For practical purposes ho'111ever, most magnetic 

measurements are made on material which actually contains·many 

atoms. It is for this reason that the term 'macroscopic' has 

been chosen for this section. 

A block of ferromagnetic material can have zero net 

magnetization even though it contains many atoms each of which 

has a magnetic moment. To account for this, \-Ieiss postulated 

the presence of small spontaneously nagnetized r'egions. These 

he called domains. \vi thin each domain, the atomic moments are 

aligned except for the effects of therl'lk"l.l disordering. The 

arrangemcn t of the clornnins \oJi thin the body may then be such 

12 
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that the net magnetization of the configuration is small or 

even zero. Domains are formed so as to minimise the total energy 

·which arises from a number of sources. 

It turns out that the magnetization is ~n anisot~opic 

property of a crystal. That is, it is direction sensitive. 

There exist certain crystallographic directions in which the 

magnetization preferentially points. These directions are 

called easy directions. The directions along \othich it is most 

difficult to magnetize the sampl~ are called hard directions. 

To magnetize a crystal in·a ·direction other than an easy one 

requires additional energy. This is called the magnetocrystalline 

anisotropy energy (27). 

For a uniaxial crystal it is given Qy, 

= KO + K
1 

Sin2¢ .· + .K
2 

Sin 4 ¢ .............. (1.2) 

·where K0, K1 and K2 are constants and .¢ is the angle between 
. . 

the direction of magnetization and the easy axis. Often ·the 

expression may be approximated to 

~ = K1 Sin
2 

r/J ••••••••••••••• (1.3) 

... For a cubic crystal, the anisotropy energy density is 

given by 

(1.4) 

Again K0, K1 and K2 are constants and ~ 1 ")~.2 ~f:l..3 are the 
' . ' 

direction cosines of the magnetization vector with respect to 

the cubic axes. 

The crystal structure is not the only property which 

produces anisotropy. Shape can have a similar effect. The 

anisotropy energy due to the shape of a sample arises from 

demagnetizing effects. This ener~y is called the demagnetizing 



or magnetostatic energy. 

In addition there are exchange -energy, magnctoelastic 

energy, and energy of interaction with ·an applied field. In 

the absence of an externally applied field, this last term is 

zero. 

The magnetoelastic energy arises from internally and 

ext~rnally applied stresses. When dealing with ideal crystals, 

these are often assumed to be zero. Ther,efore it is normally 

assumed that there is no magnetoelastic energy. 

The formation of domains results in a reduction of the 

magnetostatic energy because of the decrease in the surface free 

pole density. However a boundary is produced, bet1r1een the 

domains, in which the moments are no longer parallel. This 

leads to an increase in the other energies; i.e. exchange and 

magnetocrystalline. The overall energy of the system _usually 

falls until the formation of any extra boundary would require 

more energy than the corresponding reduction in magnetostatic 

energy. 

The boundaries between domains, mentioned above, a:re not 

sharply defined but are spread over a finite thickness. These 

layers are called domain \·ralls. In these boundaries, the 

magnetic moments rotate gradually from one domain to the next. 

The thickness of this layer is governed primarily by 

competition between the exchange energy which favours thick 

\'lalls and the anisotropy energy \vhich conversely favours thin 

walls. 

\-!hen an increasing mac;netic field is applied to a _ 

ferromagnetic body, the overall magnetization increases until it 

reaches some saturation value. This procesG is generally not 

14 



reversible. Therefore hysteresis is observed. The mechanism 

which produces the magnetization growth is not merely a 

straightfor\·rard rotation of moments into the field direction. 

Instead the magnetization increases initially as a result of a 

domain \11all displacement process. 

If a crystal is placed randomly in a maenetic field, · · 

in general the field direction will not be the same as an easy 

direction, but at some anele to it. Domains which have their 

moments closest to the field direction grow at the expense of 

domains whose moments are furthest from this direction. 

Eventually these domains cover the 'trhole sample. Final 

saturation is then accomplished by the rotation of the 

magnetization in the domain. This process is shown fer a 

simple situation in fig. 1.4, and a typical magnc·.!tization .curve 

for such a process is shown in fig. 1.5. Along OA the 

magnetization increases by the reversible movement of domain 

walls. Behreen A and B the magnetization increases more 

quickly. In larger samples this is caused by an irreversible 

displacement of domain walls. Range BC is due to the reversible 

rotation of the magnetization vector into the field direction. 

This results in an assj~ptotic approach to the saturation value. 

When a magnetic field is applied to a ferromagnetic body, 

the internal field is not usually the same as the external one. 

This is due to demagnetizing effects (28). An external field 

H. induces free poles at both ends of the sample (see fig.l.6). 
ex 

The effect of these poles is to produce an internal field which 

O}Jposes the external one. This demagnetizing field is given 

by 

= -D.I. (in c.g.s. units) 

15 
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where I is the .intensity of.rnagnetization and Dis the 

·demagnetizing factor ,.,.hich is dependent upon the shape of the· 

specimen. The effective field-inside the sample Heff is 

therefore less than the -a-pplie«:i, field. by an amount 11> 

= H - DI ex •••••••••••••••••••••·• .(1~5) 

In the present work, it was found more convenient to 

work with the· specific magnetization 0 rather than I, and then 

.convert backif nece·ssary. The reason- for this 1r1as that it was 

easier to weiBh.samples rather than measure the volume. 

The relation-between· I and 0 is 

I ·= p 0 

where p is the density of the rna terial. 

. . 
• • 

- . 
= Hex - npo 

----~·Hex 

••••••••••••••••• (1.6) 

FIG. 1.6 

DISTP.I13UTICN CF F'!1EE 
POLES PRCDUCED BY T~fE 

APrLICi".TION OF AN 
EXTERNAL FIElD 

For a prolate ellipsoid, where the semimajor axis is 

'a' and se~i~inor axes b = c, then the demagnetizing .factors 

parallel to theRe axes are Da, Db, De• 

For a sphere, a = b = c 

therefore D = D. = D ( = 4 Tt/3) 
a o c 



For a very long cylinder, which can be regarded as an ellipsoid 

with b = c and a d~O, the demagnetizing factcrs are Dl:» = Dc = 2Tt 

and D = o. a 

In the case o_f samples whose shapes _are not a·s simple as 

those above, the demagnetizing fields are non-uniform. - It is 

then difficult or even impossible to find the corresponding 

demagnetizing factors. 

However, if D is known it is possible to transform 

( a VB Heff) curves into (0 VB Hex) curves and vice versa. 

The magnetization process in .large samples can be 

explained in terms of a serie~_of do~a~~ ~a~_~isplac~~e~~s and 

magnetization rotations. If' the sample is subdivided many times:, 

the stage is reached where it contains but· a single domain. 

There are no domain walla. Some of the questions which ilow arise 

are, what size must a sample be to consist of a single domain, 

and what are the magnetization processes when an external field 

is applied ? The next chapter therefore deals exclusively with 

fine particle theory. 
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CHAPTER 2 ---

FINE PARTIClE TJID:lRY 

2.1. Introduction 

In a large ferromagnetic sample the maBnetization is 

in general net uniform. Instead the body is divided into 

domains. The mae;netization of each domain is fairly uniform 

except for the effects of thermal agitation. As the size of 

the sample is decreased the formation of domain walls ultimately 

becomes energetically unfavourable. Eventually the body consists 

of a single domain. The magnetic properties of such particles 

would be expected to differ from those of larger samples. 

For example in a spherical sample the surface atoms have 

a lower crystalline symmetry than those in the centre. As the 

particle size is reduced the ratio of the surface area to the 

volume is increased. Therefore the surface atoms represent a 

greater fraction of the total. In a cube of an f.c.c. crystal 

having an edge length of six lattice parameters, approximately 

50% of the atoms are surface atoms. Six atomic spacings 
0 

corresponds to an edge length of about 21A in nickel. It may be 

therefore that the magnetocrystalline anisotropy effects in small 

crystals differ from those of larger samples. This surface 

anisotropy effect was first suggested by N{el ( 1). Actually it 

has been found that the magnetocrystalline energy density ~ in 
0 

crystals with diameters as small as about 20A does not differ 

greatly from that in larger crystals (2). 

In ferromagnetic bodies, the magnetostatic energy 

favours a non-uniform magnetization configuration whilst the 



exchailge energy favours uniform magnetization., In large samples 

the long range magnetostatic forces predominate over the short 

range exchange forces~ However upon decreasing the size of the 

sample, these roles are reversed. If the size of the particle 
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is still further decreased, a stage is reached where the effects 

of thermal agitation override the exchange forces. The particles 

are then said to be superpararnagnetic (3). It can therefore be 

seen that the size of single domain particles, \·those magnetizatio.n 

is uniform, lies in some ranee bet\-1een those sizes giving 

stiperparar.~agnetic and multidomain behaviour. 

The critical size bela\" \'thich single domain behaviour 

occurs was the centre of discussion for a number of years. 

Originally, calculations \Jere based upon com~aring configtu·a

tional energies of different models with that of a uniformly 

magnetized single domain ellipsoid (4). This method has heen 

criticized (5), and its pitfalls will be discussed in a later 

section. In order to calculate this critical size it is 

necessary to consider the mechanisms of magnetization reversal 

and the va!'ious anisotropies that may be present. 

2.2. Nagnetization Processes 

Consider a fairly large ferromagnetic sample magnetized 

to an intensity I in a positive field H. This ·value of I has 

been reached by a series of reversible and irreversible steps 

(see section 1.4) consisting chiefly of domain wall movements 

and magnetization rotations. \o/hen the field is reduced and 

finally reversed, the change in magnetization is again due to 

rotations, and domain waJ.l movements. 

If the size of the sample is rF~duced so that the multi

domain configuration is inhibited, then the magnetization 



2.2.1. 

changes \otithin the particle ·must be due entirely to rot<:ttion 

of some form or other. The simplest mechanism for rota-tion of 

the magnetization vector is that in \olhich all the electron spins 

are parallel at all times during reversal (6). 

B"efore discussing this, it is perhaps necessary to 

introduce two types of field associated with the magnetization 

process. These are the coercive field H and the nucleation c 

field II • 
n 

H is that reverse field at which the magnetization c 

becomes zero. H is the field at which the in:i. tially tL"l.iform n . 

magnetization first becomes unstable. This nucleation field can 

be best understood by considering a single domain ellipsoidal 

particle magnetized to t:~aturation in the positive field 

direction. In order to dislodge the magnetiz.atton from this 

state, the applied field must in general overcome anisotropy, 

exchanr,e and demagnetizing forces. 'l'hc field at which this 

occurs is the nucleation field. 

Coherent Rotation (6) 

The process of magnetization change is governed by the 

energies of shape, stress and magnetocrystailine 51-nisotropy 

together with tpose associated with exchange and demagnetizin~ 

effects. Initial1y though, only simple shapes and uniaxial 

magnetocrystalline anisotropy will be considered. The stress 

\·Jill be assumed to be zero. 

Consider the prolate ellipsoid shown in figure 2.1, 

with polar semiaxis 'a' and equatorial semiaxis 'b'. At 

equilibrium the total free energy density is given by 

K sin
2 ¢ - HI cos c:i.. s 

(2.1) E = ...................... 
where K is the total anisotropy ccnstant. If K1 is the 

magneto?rystalline anisotropy constant then 

-20 
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fIG. 2.2 ~. f:o~.;nctiz::: tion cu.rvcs for prolate sphcroid!i. The rc,oiv•::d m;-~gnctiz:1.ti1.1a :;1 tho:: "'~''' i i\"C 

field din:·ctinn is given by Io cosa, ·.·.-here ~I i;; the s:::turatioa magncti~ation. The fie!d, !1, is giv:::! Ly 
H = (N,.- N,,) ! 0 1:, ,,-here N" a:Hl No ~:rc the dcm;-~gnctiz:nion ccc!licicrits :1long th~ pc,!;!r ::md cqua
tori:l! axe;;. The angle, 0, bct\\·cen t!1c pobr axis and the directioa of the frdc.l, is shown, in (!c~;rccs, 
by the Immbcrs 011 the curves. The dotted curves give cusao and cos a.~ w!lcrc ao:tJ!d a'rp:·c Ll:c :ugk.~ 
m::tdr: with tht: positive fid:i clircc:ion by the magnctiz;ttirm \'Cl:tor «t the. bcgianii-.g :mci end oC t!H.: 
discontinuous f:han~e at the critical value, h0 , vf tht: fidei. 

•••••••••••••••••• 0 •••• (2.2) 

Db and. Da· are the demagnetizing factors. There. is no exchange 

energy. 

For stable equilibrium in a given field H, the 

magnetization will point in a direction which makes the energy 

a minimum. 

i.e. 
= 0 

• • • 2K sin ¢ cos ¢ 

This gives 

HI sin ( 9- ¢) = 0 
s 

K sin 2¢ - HI sin ( 9 - ¢) s = 0 •••••••••• (2.3) 



If H is a~plied along the polar axis 9 = 0, and if 

¢ <<. 1, it follO\o/S that 

II = n ··2K ·- -~ 
Is 

........................... (2.4) 

where flk is the anisotro~y field. The magnetization is stable 

in its original state as long as H /' -2K/I Let 'h' represent 
s. 

a reduced field equal to H/\:·. 

Then h = HI s 
2K 

Recalling that 9 = ¢ +0L 1 equation (2.3) can be rewritten as 

1 sin 2( e - oL) - h sin oL = 0 
2 

........... ' ..... 
No\11 'h' · is equivalent to a field in the H direction. 

Also, if I is the magnetization in the field direction, then 

coo CX., is equivalent to a reduced magnetization (cos(')£. = I/I ) • 
s 

Stoner and Hohlfarth (6) solved equation (2.5) for 1o(.1 in terms 

of 'h' and ' e '. They used the results to produce magnetization 

curves fpr different values of 9 (see figure 2.2). 

Several points are worthy of not•:!. :F'irstly 1 the K in 

expression (2.1) represents the total anisotropy. It is still 

valid even if the magnetocrystalline component is negligible. 

In this case, the polar axis of the ellipsoid still corresponds 

to an easy axis. This is the second point; that the prolate 

ellipsoid therefore possesses a uniaxial shape anisotropy. 

Thirdly, the coercivity H (or h ) is a maximum when the 
c c 

field is applied along the polar axis, and zero \-then applied 

along an equatorial axis. In this latter case, no hysteresis 

is observed. '11his is due ·to rotation which is completely 

reversible. 

22 
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Normally in experimm1tal \vork, an asst:mbly of partie les 

is studied. If these are non-interacting prolate ellipsoids 

oriented at random, then the shape of the resulting magnet-

ization curve will be an "averaee11 of all the individual curves. 

A ren.o.onable guess at the reduced coe!'cive force of the pO\-Ider 

w.mJ.d be 0.5. By actual calculation Stoner and Hohlfarth (6) 

found h = 0.479, and the reduced remanence to be cos<X. = 0.5. c 

The treatment of particles which have cubic magneto-

crystalline anisotropy and zero shape anisotropy is more 

complicated (7) 

The anisotropy energy density for a cubic crystal 

depends on the magnetization direction according to the 

relation (1.4). 

· i.e. 
2 2 

E.K = Ko + Kl (001 002 

Again the total energy density is given by the sum of 

the anisotropy energy F'K and the external field energy ~ 

If rotation occurs in the (001) plane, equation (1.~) is 

simplified to 

. ~ = K1 (1 -cos 4¢) /8 ••••••••••••••••••••••• (2.6) 
2 

.rV K1¢ for cos4¢ ~ 1 

The total energy is then given by 

E = HI 
6 

cos( e- ¢) .................. 
The equilibrium condition is given by 

dE -· 
.d¢ 

HI 
6 

sin(6- ¢) = 0 

If 6 = 0 and ¢ <.< 1, it follows that 

~1 = 2Kl 
y-

B 

(2.7) 



This is the maximum value of the coercive force. 

For an assembly of spherical particles with cubic crystalline 

anisotropy, oriented at random, N'cl (8) calculated the 

coercive force to be 

II c 

There is however some question concerning this 

calculation (9). :~!'or cubic crystals, it is impossible to 

decide from energy calculations, which path the magnetization 

takes during reversal. Calculations of the remanence of a 

random assembly hava yielded 

I/!s = 0.832 for K1> 0 

I/Is .. o.B72 for K1 <. 0 

Even though a po'Vtder may contain particles 1r1hich have 

cubic crystallinity, it may be that the effect of shape 

produces a predominant uniaxial a.nisotrovy. 

Other particle shapes have been considerP.d (6); for 

example the ob~ate ellipsoid where b> a and also the general 

ellipsoid where a > b > c. 

First consider an oblate ellipsoid. Because of the 

shape anisotropy, the equatorial plane is an easy plane; 

i.e. ru1y direction in the plane is an easy direction. The 

polar axis is a hard direction. Because of the magnetization 

reversal processes, hysteresis is not observed although there 

is a discontinuity at H = 0. 

In the case of the general ellipsoid, the magneti~aticn 

no longer lies in the plane defined by the principal axis 'a' 

and the field direction. Fortunately however, to cover most 
i 

cases, it is necensary to consider only prolate and oblate 
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ellipsoids. 

A sphere for example is s:tmply a special case of a 

prolate ellipsoid. Then, because D = Db = D , the shape a c 

anisotropy is zero. 

2.2.2. Incoherent Rotations (10, 11) 

The discussion so far has assumed that a single domain 

par·ticle in zero field remains so in an applied field. That 

is, the magnetization I, remains everywhere uniform, even 

during reversal. This is the essence of coherent rotation. 

The discussion has also assumed that rotation in tmison is the 

lowest energy mode for the reversal of a single domain particle. 

By using that branch of magnetism kno\-m as micromagn,•-;ics 

(12, 13, lL•) it has been found that other reversals mechanisms 

of lower energy can exist. These processes are knO\·tn as 

incoherent rotations. Although the mathematics are involved 

and complicated, it is possible to discuss the results and 

their physical meanings in simple ter-ms. To do this the shapes 

of particles have been restricted to simple geometries such 

as cylinders, ellirsoids, and spheres. 

These incoherent modes of reversal are knO\·m by the 

names curling, buckling (5, 12, 15), and fanning (ll). 

(i) Curling may be best understood by imagining a parallel 

bunch of \-/ires to be twisted t'ogether. The direction of the 

wires then gives the direction of magnetization. Because the 

magnetization remains parallel to the surface, no free poles 

are produced. Therefore no magnetostatic energy is produced. 

On the other hand both the exchange and anisotropy energies are 

increased.. Since the exchange forces are short range, the 

field required to overcome them and initiate the c'.lrling mode 



decr·eases \·lith increasine particle size. 

(ii) Buckling· is represented by a sinusoidal. variation of 

the magnetization vector. This fluctuation takes -place along 

the direction of the original magnetization, and in a plane 

containing this direction. In a plane perpendicular to this, 

the spins are more or less parallel to each other •. The 

\'lavelength of the f-luctuation de:rends upon the particle radius. 

If the particle is cylindrical in shape, the wavelensth tends 

to infinity as the radius tends to zero. In this case, the 

buckling mode can be approximated to that of coherent rotation • 

. F'or any finite radii the buckling mechnnism proil.uces free poles 

of alternating sign on the surface. This results in a lower 

magnetostatic energy than in the: case of rotation in unison. 

Buckling though increases the exchange energy. Even so the 

total energy remains smaller than for coherent reversal. 

(iii) Fanning is the reversal mechanism proposed by Jacobs 

and Bean (11) to explain the magnetization processes in 

elongated sinele domain (ESD) particles. They suggested that 

ESD particles are actually composed of chains 0f spheres. The 

magnetization is assumed uniform for each sphere, and only 

dipole-dipole interactions are considered. During reversal, 

coherent rotation takes place iri each sphere, but in the 

opposite sense for adjacent spheres. 

These incoherent mechanisr:Js are shO\m in fieure 2.3. 

Reversal by 0ne of these processes depends upon the particle 

shape and size. These in turn determine the nucleation field 

for a particular reversal. The mode of reversal is then the 

one which leads to the least neBati.vP. nucleation f:i.eld. 
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Consider the following three cases. 

(a) The infinite~y long cylinder whose axis is either parallel 

to or inclined to some field has been treated by lt"'rei et al (5) 

and also Shtrikman and Troves (16). 

At this stage it is convenient to introduce a reduced 

cylinder radius S which is given by., 

s = b~b 'f 0 

where b = Ai/I ·o s 

'b' is the cylinder radius and 'A' is the exchange constant. 

In the buckling mode, the nucleation field is given by) 

for S <<. 1 

H tV -2K 
n -_I 

= ..................... (2.8) 

8 

and for S >> 1 

H AJ -2JC 
n 1 2.58 n: I s-! ................... (2.9) 

6 

I 
6 

For S<<.l, the nucleation field approximates to that for coherent 

rotation. For the curling mode in an infinite cylinder, the 

nucleat5on field is given by 

. n: -2 - 2.16 I S s 
••••••.••••.•.••••• (2.10) 

The reduced nucleation field h is plotted as a function 
n 

of S for the different reversal mechanisms in figure 2.~. It 

can be seen that at small radii the reversal ar:proximates to 

rotation in unison, and at large radfi the reversal is due to 

curling rather than buckling. 

Rotation in unison, and curline mechanisms have been 

studied in spheres and prolate ellipsoids by Shtrikman and 
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Treves (12) and others (5, 17). They have shO\-m that these 

two processes are the reversal modes for particles ·,d th small 

and large radii 1b' respectively. 

(b) For a sphere possessing only tlniaxial rnagnetcci··ystallint:! 

anisotropy, the nucleation field is given by 

for S E-. 1.44 

H n 

H 
n 

= 

= 

• e e o • o • • • o o e • • o c o • • • • • • • • • • • • o 0 

(\ -2 
4 TC I - 2. 7o TC I S - 2K1 s s --3 I s 

• • e" • • • • • • • 

1 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

i.e. for radii 1 b 1 less than 1.41~ A2/I the reversal mechanism 
s 

is by rotation in w1ison. 

(c) For a prolate ellipsoid \'lhose .semimr:.jor axis is 'a' and 

semiminor o;L-xis is 1h 1 , the d•.:!magnetizing factors are Da and Db. 
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If a ,field is applied parallel to the 'a' axis, the nucleation 

field is given by·, 

for rotation in unison 

II 
n = -~Kl - Is (Db - Da) 

e 
••••••••••••••••••• 

anrl for curling, 

II 
n = -2K + -1 

I 
6 

I D 
s a 

- 2Ttki s-2 
6 

.............. 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

where k is a const~t which varies from 1.08 for an infinite 

cylinder to 1.39 for a sphere. Equation (2.14) therefore 

represents a general expression for the nucleation field for 

curlins. The reversal mechanism is again the one with the 

least negative nucleation field. For rotation in UP..ison this 

is independent of the radius. Ho"t;ever, the nucleatio!l field for 
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curling is strongly dependent upon"the dimensions of the particle. 

In the fanning mode, it is assumed that all the spheres 

are isotropic, and that only dipole-dipole interactions take 

place. It is also assumed that the spheres either touch at a 

point or are slightly displaced from each other. The exchru1ge 

forces El.re neglected. The fanning mechanism then depends tlpon 

three things. These are the number of particles in a chain, 

the inclination of the chain to the field and also on whether 

the ends of the chain meet. 

Jacobs and Bean postulated two fanning mechanisms, 

symmetric and nonsymmetric fanning. !''or symmetric fanning it 

is assumed that the a.nr:le of fanning is constant along the 

length of the chain. This applies for chains of two spheres 

and for infinl.tely long chains \\'hose ends meet. In aligned 

chains of finite and semi-finite length rut end effect occurs. 



Consider a chain of n sphP.res, each with a moment m, 

and whose centres m·e separated by a distance r. Let a field 

be applied along the chain, and let ¢i be the angle between .the 

magnetization of the ith sphere and the chain axis. 

For parallel rotation ¢1 = ¢2 ~ ¢i = ¢. The total enerr.J 

is given by (11) 

2 
(1 - 3 E = m n K 

r3 
·n 

f\. 

where ]{ = L (n - l)/ni3 
n l.z:f 

2 cos ¢) - nmH cos ¢ 

the coercivity is then given by 

H en. 6K 
n 

•••••••••••• :1 ........... . (2.15) 

:~!'or symmetrical fanning, ¢
1 

= -¢2 = ¢
3 

= ¢. This 

time the total energy is given by 

E = m2 
nL (cos2¢ - 3cos2

¢) ;3 n 

12 ( f\-1 ) <. ~ ~ y2. ( (\ +1) 
L (n - (2i- 1))/n (2~ - 1)3 
i.·::'l 

M = Y.t(t\-J.)~.f ~. ~Y\. 
n L-=1 

(~ - 2i)/n(2i)3 · 

Kn = L + H n n 

this gives the coercivity for n spheres 

H = en m (6K - 4L ) 
- n n 
r3 

•••••••••••••••• (2.16) 

Thus fannine leads to a lm-:er coercivity than rotation 
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7. 

in unison. If the spheres arc touching m/r./ :: lt I./6. 
;;:. 

Experimentally mea£mred values of coercivi ty arc 

normally less than thane predicted for ·coherent rotation. 

Incoherent rotations however lead to lower predicted values. 

This then is to aome extent indirect evidence of the existence 

of incoherent reversal mechanisms. 

2.3. Particle Anisotronies (18) 

So far only shape and magnetocrystalline anisotropies 

have been considered. Other anisotropies d~ exist. These have 

been neglected in the precedine; sect~cns in ru1 attempt to 

simplify the mathematics. In an assembly of rea.l particles, 

the effect and type of anisotropy ~ay vary from one particle to 

the next. Taken over the assembly as a 'tlhole, the effects may 

be· small, but in localized areas they may become 3ign:i.ficant. 

Other forms of anisotropy which occur are stress, i1~teraction, 

surface and exchange anisotropy. 

The internal energy density E. for a simple magn~tically 
J. 

uniaxial particle is given by (c.f. E'quation 2.1) 

E. = J. •••••••••••••••••••• (2.17) 

\othcre the symbols have been defined earlier. If a particle \·ti th 

no shape or crystal anisotropy is acted upon by a uniaxial 

' stress T , the magnetoelastic energy density E is given by 
m 

E m 
' 2 = .2 A. T sin¢ •••••••••••••••••••• (2.18) 

2 s . 
As is the saturation magnetostriction constant. where By 

comparing equations (2.17) and(2.18) it can be seen that the 

stress produces an equivalent uniaxial anisotropy whose constant 

is given by 

K 3 
2 

A T
1 

s •••••••••••••••••••• (2.19) 
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Interaction anisotropy arises in configurations 

of otherwise isotropic spherical particles. For example in 

a chain of spheres the dipole-dipole interaction between the 

r..articles causes the axis of the chain to be one of easy 

maBn.eti?..ation. 

The effects of surface a.."lisotropy \otere discussed in the 

introduction -to this chapter. 

Exchange anisotropy is an interfacial effect between t1r10 

different magnetic substances (3). For example bet\>~een an 

antifcrromaenetic and a ferromagnetic (or ferrimagnetic) material. 

The effect has been observed in cobalt particles which have been 

partly oxidised. Cobaltous oxide is an a.ntiferromaenetic 
, . 0 

material \·ti th a Neel temperature of about 3CO K. Pure cobalt 

has a high Curie temperature and so is still ferromagnetic above 

300°K. If a field is applied to the particles, at a temperature 

not too far above 300°K, the cobalt moments will tend to align 

whereas those in the oxide ,till hardly be affected. On cooling 

through the Ne'el temperature, the oxide moments may be affe-cted 

by spin-spin exchange·interactions at the interface. Upon 

reversal of the applied field, the moments in the cobalt are 

reversed, but those deep in the oxide are unaffected. The net 

result of the exchange anisotropy is to shift the hysteresis 

loop along the field ~~is. 

2.4. Critical Particle Size (19, 20) 

Early estimates of the critical size below \'lhich a 

particle consists of a sinsle domain were based upon comparing 

configurational energies of different models. In other words 

the energy of a single domain partie le was compared 1rli th that 

of a particle which he~.d a different magnetization distribution. 
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Calculations \·Jere made for various configurations in zero 

applied field. The size at \othich the single tlomain energy was 

less than or equal to any other energy \-las taken to be the 

critical size. 

From the preceding sections it should be apparent wliy 

there are serious objections to this method. 

First of all the calculations were made for zero 

applied field; that is, at remanence.· Secondly it was assumed 
.. 

that a single domain particle in zero field, -remains so in an 

applied field. It was shown earlier that this is not 

necessarily so. Instead the particle can reverse its· 

magnetization incoherently, in \ihich case the configuration is 

not single domain in nature. The mode of revercal is not 

determined by the remanence, but by the nucleation field. 

There is another serious objection to the method of 

comparing configurational energies. That is the implication 

that at the critical size and in the absence of a field, the 

single domain configuration can change spo!ltaneously into some 

other configuration and vice versa. This would result in the 

disappearance of hysteresis at thiB point. It is therefore 

insufficient to compare configurational energies to try to 

' obtain a value for the critical particle size. Indeed for 

larger particles, the incoherent processes sometimes ~epresent 

lower energy modes. 

Instead, the problem is to find that size belo\o~ which 

a single domain particle reverses its magnetization coherently. 

Three simplified cases can. be considered. The first is 

when shape anisotropy predominates, the second when 

magnetocry::;talline anisotropy predomina tl~s, and the third case 
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is when the b:o are approximately equa.l. 

(i) Dominant shape_anisotr!?..EL• In this case the nucleation 

field for coherent reversal is given approximately by 

H rv -I (D - D ) n _ s b a •••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••• (2.20) 

This is to be compared \V'i th the nucleation fields for 

other reversal processes. 'rhe three shapes considered so far 

are ellipsoids, spheres and cylinders. In the first two the 

incoherent mechanism is curling. But in cylinders, bucklinr:; is 

an intermediate process between curling and coherent rotation. 

It can be shmm though that both the incoherent processes lead 

to the sar.1e critical size. Therefore curling alone •_:ill be 

taken as the incoherent reversal mechanism. 

Suppose the particles are ellipsoidal in shape. There 

is little or no magnetocrystalline anisotropy, -hence K
1 

= 0. 

Using the same symbols as before, the nucleation field for 

curling is then given by equation (2.14). 

II rv n D I a s 
2Ttki s-2 

s ................. (2.21) 

The nucleation field for spheres and cylinders can be 

found by the choice of a suitable value of k. Comparing (2.20) 

and (2.21) gives the critical particle radius as 

b c ={~~rr ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

for n sphere, Db = 411/3, k = 1.39 

• • • be = (2~r} ~ • • • • • a • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

for an infinite cylinder, Db = 2Tt, k = 1.08 

• • • . ....................... . 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

(2.24) 



One intereDting point is that for the sphere. Since 

= Da and K1 ·= 0, it is purely isotropic. The nucleation 

field and the coercivity are both. zero. Therefore the critical 

particle size is calculated at remanence. 

(ii) Dominant mag;netocrystalline anisotropy. In this. case, 

tha nucleation field for rotation in unison is 

H 
n = = H c 

But thiG also ha:r,:pens to be the nucleation field for 

curlins. The expression is independent of particle size. 

Experimentally hO\-.rever, the coerd vity of. samples \·lith large 

magnetocrystalline anisotropy is fnund to be strongly .size 

dependent. . This is knO\·m as Brown's ·Paradox. \·/ohlfarth ( 18) 

·made a "very tentative estimate" of the critical size based upon 

dimensional grounds. If only A ~~d K1 enter the expression, 

be~ (A/Kl)~ 

(iii) EguaJ. shane and crystalline anisotr~~· In this case, 

-2Krfis enters both cxyressions for the nucleation field. 

Upon comparing the two, it vanishes. The~efore the critical 

particle size is again given by expression (2.22). 

At the other end of the scale is the critical size 

between single domain and superparamaenetic behaviour. This 

point would be expected when the energy of thermal agitation 

k'l' is very much bigger than the energy barrier Kv, where k is 

Boltzmanns constant and v is the particle volume. It has been 

sho\m that the size, above \,rhich single domain behaviour may be 

observed must satisfy (21) 

b > [75 kT}~ 
s l-fi"" Tt K 

•••••••••••••••••••••• ( 2 ..,(..' 
-ot:..O) 
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Experiment has shown (22 1 23) that the coercivity of 

fine particles is size ~~ependent, reaching a maxir.JUm value in 

the range of single domainedneas (see figu1·e 2.5). This then 

provides an alternative definition for the critical particle 

size (18). At sizes above this, inhomogeneous reversals occur, 

leading to lower coercivities. As the size is increased, it 

becomes more and more favourable for the formation of domain 

walls; again resulting in a lowering of the coercivity. 

Eventually, the coercivity reaches the small but finite value 

of bulk samples. 

At sizes below that for single domainedness a decrease 

in coercivity is also observed. This behaviour is due to there 

being·an incre1:1sing probability of spontaneous re'lersal by 

thermal activation. 

As far as hard magnetic materials are concerned, it is 

desirable to have a high coercivi ty 'tlhilst still retaining a 
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hieh remnn~ncc to saturation ratio. 'l'hese t\oto requirements 

would seem to be fulfilled by the us-e of aligned single domain 

partie lea. 

Real powders are not norr.~ally single sh:;ed, but have 

a distribution of sizes. This means that they are not 

necessarily composed purely of sinr;le domain particles. In an 

attempt to learn more about real particles, a munber of 

investigations have been carried out over the years. 

2.5. 1xperiments on Fine Particles 

Neasurements that have been made on fine particles 

have included those of magnetization, coerch•ity, torque and 

remanence. 

37 

The saturation magnetization has been measured so th11t 

it can be ·compared with that of bulk material. Investigations 

have also been made into the size and temperature dependence of 

the saturation magnetization (2lf). 

In an effort to produce new permanent magnet materials, 

interest in the increased coercivity 11f fine particles runs high. 

The coercivi ty has been meas~_tred as a function of size and 

temperature (25). In fact these two results can give 

information concerning the behaviour of the critical size at 

different temperatures. The angular variation of the coercivity 

has also been studied (26). The sie;nificance of this is that it 

can show whether or not incoherent reversals are operative. 

Torque curves have also peen obtained for fine particles. 

To clo this, the particles nrc aliened and then fixed in some 

sort of binder or wax. This is subsequently cut into discs for 
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use in a torque magnetometer. It has been possible by this 

method to obtnin information about the anisotropy of fine 

particles (27, 28). Because the sample is in the form of a 

disc, the shape anisotropy of the whole asserably has no effect. 

However the shape anisotropy due to the particles alone can be 

asses~ed. 

Other types of measurement have been made, but one of 

the most important is that of remanence curves. Remanence 

curves are concerned only \-ri th irreversible changes \.;hereas 

hysteresis curves are determined by both reversible and 

irreversible processes. Remanence can be acquired in a number 

of W'dys. 

The static remanence I (H) is that remane;1ce which is 
. r 

acquired after demagnetization, and the subsequent application 

and removal of a d.c. field H. 

zation remanence which is acquired by saturating ir. one 

direction and then applying and removing a d.c. field H in th-:! 

opposite directiono T\"tO other forms of remanence occur~ the 

' a.c. demagnetization remanence ID(H) and the anhysteretic 

remanence I (H). ar 

' ID(l-I) is acquired after d.c. saturation and the 

subsequent application of a slowly diminishing a.c. field of 

initial amplitude H. I (H) is acquired after the application ar 

of a d.c. field H, superposed with a decreasinG a.c. field of 

initially J.arga amplitude. 

For an assembly of uniaxial non-interacti11g particles 

there exist a set of relaticns between the remanence curves (29). 



'l'hese are independent of the rr:ve:csal meehanism ( 20) and are 

given by 

ID(I-I) = I (cO) - 2I (H) ................ (2.27) 
r r 

' ~(H) = I (oO) 
r - I (H) 

r ................ (2.28) 

• ' 1 I (oD) ,! ID(H) (2.29) • • JTI(H) = + ................ 
- r 2 2 

I (H) -- I (oO) ..............•. (2.30) ar r 

.,.,here exper:imen tal curves depart from these, the cause is 

generally ascribed to interaction effects (31), 

In connection with the above relations, e. field knmm 

as the remanence coerc:i.vitv H is intrcd1::::ed. u is defined 
J r ·~ 

as the field for \'lhich the d.c. demagnetization remanence is 

zero. 

It then follows that, 

I (H ) 
r r 

1 I (oD) 
2 r 

• ••• Cl •••• Ill •••••• 

(2.32) 

For a random assembly of non-interacting particles, it 

r.as been sho-rm that (30) 

H /H 
1' c 

Actual experimental values of this ratio are usually 

higher than this. This is thought to be due to a distribution 

of anisotropies or shapes in real powders (29). 

The idea of a distribution of anisotropies can be 

extended to include distribution of particle sizes, shapes etc. 

This has given rise to t~·!O mathematical possibilities. First, 

given a particular distribution to calculate the magnetic 
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properties of the assembly, and conversely, given the rnaenetic 

properties, to calculate the distribution. 

These seem to be formidable tasks, hut in several cases 

they have been attempted. Gaunt (31) for example:, fovnd _a 

distribution of anisotropies \-lhich produced a value of H/Hc 

in agreement with his experifl1ental value. On i:he other hand, 

Johnson and Bro'.-m have used remanence curves in order to find 

the distribution of axial ratios for ellipsoidal particles (32). 

The distribution they predicted differed from that oqtained by 

direct observation (i.e. electron microscopy)o Two reasons have 

been given. F'irst, incoherent reversals ,,!ere· neglected; it W<.l6 

asst.:med that reversal took place by rota.tio.n in unison. 

Secondly, particle interactions were neglected. 

The effect of particle interactions cannot be neglected. 

In most of the precedine chapter it has be!'!n aosumed that the 

particles in an assembly are magnetically isolated from each 

other. This is unlikely to be the case fer real po't;ders, tmlem;· 

the particles are greatly dispersed. Instead, the particles 

are expected to interact \orith each other. 

An attempt has been made to assess both theoretically 

and experimentally the degree of interaction. It is difficult 

to measure a quantity which can be accurately described as the 

'interaction factor'. In remanence curves for example, the 

deviation of the experimental curves from the theoretical ones 

is assumed to be due to interactions. 'I'he difference in the 

areas is then taken as a quantity \-Jhich depends upon the amotmt 

of interaction (18). However, it car...nct be taken as a reliable 

measure for some mean absolute magnitude of the interaction. 

1.0 
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It would appear thnt "hD..rdJ.y nny eenernl conclusion can be 

derived from experiment alone'' (20). 

Interaction effects should be srr.all, pro·vided the 

particles are well separated or dispersed. The degree of 

separation of the particles is given by the packing factor 'P'• 

This is defined as the ratio of t.he sum of the volumes of the 

magnetic particles, to the volume of·the whole assembly. Tho 

coercivity is given by 

H (p) = H (p:O){l-p) c c - •••e•••••••••••• (2.33) 

Hence at very lc\1 values of p, the coerciv:i_t;y is ~rdly 

affected. 

It is therefore generally expected that experimentally 

measured properties \.fill be different from theoretical valuesa 
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CHAP!'ER3 

FERROHAGNNI'IC MATERIAL!) 

The choice of materials which can be produced in 

micro powder form depends to sonte extent upon what is lmown of 

bulk materials. Experience of the properties of bulk ferro

magnetic substances would suggest that these may produce good 

ferromagnetic particles. This at least provides some sort of 

starting point. 

However, due to the technological importance of 

magnetism, there exist today a large number of ferJ.'omagnetic 

materials. Even so, there are only th!'ee pure metals 'l'lhich 

exhibit ferromagnetism at room temperature. Theae are iron, 

cobalt and nickel. These elements all have unfilled 3d shells 

which can act co-operatively. As explained in Chapter 1~ this 

is the origin of ferromagnetism. Most ether ferrcmagn~tic 

materials are produced by alloying one or mo!'e of these pure 

metals with each other or with other •non-magnetic' metals. 

There arc exceptions however. Some ferromagnetic materials do 

not contain either iron, cobalt or nickel. For example the 

so-called Heusler alloys are based on the Cu-Al-~m system. 

The magnetic properties of these alloys depend upon· the Mn-l1n 

interatomic distances and upon the degree of ordering. 

Some alloys have been produced specifically for use as 

hard magnetic materials and some for use aa soft magnetic 

materials. Figure 3.1 shows the distribution of relative 

permeability and coercivity for different magnetic materials (1). 
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The object of the present investigation was to try 

to produce micropowde~s which possessed hard magnetic 

characteristics. At first sight the properties of bulk iron, 

cobalt and nickel would tend to exclude them from this category. 

However interest has grown because of the possible increase· in 

remanence and coercivity that might accrue from their particulate 

form. These may then be suitable materials for permanent magnet 

use. 

The magnetic properties of bulk iron., cobalt,. iron

cobalt alloys and nickel have already been extensively 

researched. In addition some fine particles have been studied. 

In an attempt to produce further information r&garding· 

micropowders, these materials were used in the present 

investigation. 

Another reason why these materials were chosen is that 

they have relatively high Curie temperatures. The variation 

of these temperatures with composition for iron-cobalt alloys 

is shown in figure 3.2 (2). For ~ure nickel the Curie 

temperature is 358°C (3). Therefore the magnetization of these 

metals is fairly insensitive to small temperature fluctuations 

around room temperature. 

In bulk specimens of iron-cobalt alloys the saturation 

magnetization reaches a maximum near the composition Fe65co
35
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The dependence of the magnetization upon the composition is 

shown in figure 3.3 (4). At room temperature (291.5°K) the 

saturation wagnetization for bulk nickel is 54.49 e.m.~gm (5). 

Another important factor in the magnetic properties of 

materials is the magnetocrystalline anisotropy. The 
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variation of the first anisotropy constant K1 with composition 

is shown for the b.c.c. Fe-Co alloy series in figure 3.4. 

The two sets of results come from Kittel. ( 6) and Hall (7). 

Cobalt can be hexagonal or face centred cubic at room 

temperature. The magnetocrystalline energies are different 

(see Chapter 1). 

However in the hexagonal form (8), 

6 K1 rv 5.1 x 10 erg/c.c. 

6 K2 "'-' 1.0 x 10 erg/c.c. 

and in the cubic form ~9) 

4 8.3 x 10 erg/c.c. 

4 
K2~ - 1.6 x 10 erg/c.c. 

where K2 is the second anisotropy constant. 

For f.c.c. nickel at room temperature, the anisotropy 

constants are (10) 

4 K1 rv - 4.5 x 10 erg/c.c. 

4 K2 ~ 2.3 x 10 erg/c.c. 
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CI-iJ\fl'.ER FOUH 

EXPERHiENTAL TECin~IOUES 

4.1 SPECIHEN FREPA:R.ATION 

The materials used in this investigation \'tere e1 ther elemental 

metals or alloys. The elemental metals were usually in the form of 

thin wire. 

The alloys were made by melting together the stoichiometric 

quantities of the individual components in an_arc furnace. The 

melting took place on a water cooled copper hearth, in-the presence 

of argon gas. The argon used was Purargon. That is high p"urity 

argon with less than 3 p.p.rn. of 'oxygen. The components were melted 

together at as low a temperature as possible so as to minimise the 

loss of material due to evaporation. The resulting flat bottomed 

buttons were reversed and re~melted several times to ensure complete 

alloy homogeneity. The buttons were sliced into thin rods,using 

.clean hacksaw blades, as this form was most convenient for later work. 

The elemental metals used in this investigation had purities of 

4.2 PARTICLE PRODUCTION 

.:-· .... 

Ultrafine particles of the metals and alloys were produced by an 

evaporation-condenfation technique. This technique was first used by 

Beek (1) et al in their study of the catalytic action of evaporated_ 

metal films. The method essentially involves evaporating metal from 

a hot filament.· .JIIR:is is performed in a gas, usually inert, which is 

-1 at a,low pressure (somewhere between 10 and 30 torr)._ The apparatus 

used in the present investigation is shown in figure 4.1. 

An evaporation chamber is connected to a diffusion pump and 

rotary pump. Corning through the base plate_ are a pair of electrical 

lead throughs. This enables a tungsten filament to be heated inside 

the bell jar. 
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The material to be evaporated 1r1as placed on the filament inBide 

t . " ' Th' -4 ·ne Cttamoer. ~s \otas evncuated to about 10 torr and then flvshed 

with Purargon gas to reduce the amount of residual air. The bell jar 

\o/as re-evacuated, and argon allo\·Jed to re-enter. The gas flow was 

adjusted so that at the required pressure it just counterbalanced the 

pumping speed of the rotary pump. This ensured a continuous gas flow 

at constant pressure. '!'he dynamic method was adopted in order. to 

speed the deposition and collection of the particles. In a static 

situation \</here the pumps and the. gas bottle arc isolated., the particJ.es 

acquire a low terminal velocity (2) and seem to hang in the gaso 

The filament was heated by means of increasing and decreasing, 

·alternately, the power through it. This was done by hand. About 

10-15 cycles were necessary, at:td it ensl,U'ed that when the=: material 1 boiled' 

and the particles were driven off, they were fairly free from contamination 

by the filament (3). The evaporation takes about· 30-45 seconds by t~is 

method. Particles produced were collected fr(lm paper placed in the bell 

jar and on the base plate. Transition metals and their a.lloys \.,ere used 

to produce ultrafine pa.rt:i.cles by this process. 

After each evaporation the bell jar and base"plate had to be cleaned 

thoroughly using acetone. Every so often the bell jar was clt•aned using 

benzene and Decon 90. Instead of using argon, the evaporation was 

sometimes carried out in the presence of air at low presstlre. '!'his \.,ras 

done to see if there '"1as any appreciable increase in the oxide content 

of the particles, and ho'tt this affected the mag:1.etic properties. 

4.3 CRYSTJ1T, S'I'RUCTURE DETERHINATION 

The crystal structures of the particles \.,rere compa.red with thos~ of 

the bulk materials. 'l'his i..,ras done by X-ray pO\·rder photograyhy, using a 

Phillips 360 m!a circumference, Deb:re-Sc.he:rrer c;.:lmera E;.nd coba.lt I<a1 

radiation. 'l'h~ film '~as analys~d in the normal 111ay and '·cl' vr:.lnes \•iere · 

I I A ,. "!~) computed uoing n simple FL 1 compu.ter progr3r.!r<Je \ f.;ce :ppma1x J • ComparL:;or. 

behteen the results for particles and tl:.e bulk m.:'J.te:.:"iEtl is given in Chapt12r 5. 



4. 4 ELECTRON HICROSCOPY . 

In addition to X-ray methods, electron microscope studies were 

carried out to determine the size distribution of the particles. The 

particles were allowed to settle on copper grids during evaporation. 

Prior to this, the grids had been covered in a thin film of graphite 

so as to act as a substrate for the particles. 

Initially, clean glass microscope slides were soaked in a weak 

soap solution and then allowed to· dry. These were placed in an ordinary 

evaporator and covered in a thin film of graphite. It \·ras then necessary 

to transfer the graphite from the glass slides to the copper grids. In 

order to do this, the graphite film was cut into small squares using a 

sharp razor blade. The slides were then slowly submerged in a clean beaker 

containing distilled \!rater. · The water on the dry soapy surface of the 

slides enabled the graphite squares to be floated f"'orn the glass. Copper 

grids held by tweezers were brought up under the graphite so that the 

square film covered the grid. These had to be dried carefully using 

blotting paper since they could easily be damaged. The grids were stored 

in small tablet ca-psules until they were needed. 

4.5. l\1AGNETIC HEASUREl-1EHTS 

There are various methods of measuring magne_tization·. These usually 

depend upon any one of three.basic effects produced by a magnetic sample. 

They can be summarized as: 

(a) the measurement of an induced voltage or current due to the sample 

(b) the measurement of the force acting on the sample 

(c) the measurement of the magnetic field produced by the sample. 

The magnetic properties of the fine particles in this study were 

investigated using two pieces of apparatus which relied upon (a) and (b). 
. ' 

The first was the Pulsed Fie-ld Hagnetometer (4) (5). This was used 

to obtain traces of magnetization versus field on an oscilloscope. 
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The magnet coi_l of a pulsed field system can be considered to 

consist of an inductance L and a resistance R, the latter being due to · 

the resistance of the coil winding and the leads. A magnetic field can . :. ~ .. 

be produced by discharging a high_voltage from a capacitor barut c, 

through the magnet coils. The circuit then behaves as an LCR circuit. 

The field thus prqduced is oscillatory, with an amplitude which decays 
. 

exponentially;·. This damped S.H.N. is typical of such circuits. 

Pick-up coils are placed about the sample inside "the magnet. Signals 

from these coils are integrated in order to produce outputs proportional 

to the field and the sample magnetiz~tion. Stray signals due to noise or 

phase differences can be removed or partly removed by the addition of 

compens~ting signals. 

From the corrected signals, a hysteresis loop of magnetization against 

field, can be disp~ayed directly on an oscilloscope • .. 
The second piece of apparatus used in the magnetic studies ,zas a 

Faraday Balance Hagnetometer (6) (7). Essentially, this measui"es the 

apparent change in weight, or more correctly, the force acting on a sample 

in the presence of a non-uniform magnetic field. A signal pro·portional to 

this force can be displayed on a pen recorder either as a function of field 

or temperature. 

Nore.detailed accounts of these pieces of equipment are given in the 

following sections._ It should be noted hO\.rever that neither gives an_ 

absolute meast~ement, but each needs to be calibrated against some kno\.rri 

standard. 

-------------· 
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4.6 THE PULSED FIEID l'iAGNE".rONETER 

The pulsed field magnetometer has been extensively covered by 

Poldy (5)· and Hunter (8), and only the salient points of the technique 

will be outlined here. A magnetic specimen is placed in the centre 

of a coil through which a stored charge may be passed giving an·intehse 

magnetic field pulse. Pick-up coils are used to measure the 

magnetization of the sample (figure 4.2). 

CONSTRUC'!'J;ONA.L DE'I'AILS 

4.6.1 THE N!.GNET 

.Pulsed magnetic fields were produced by discharging a 2000~F 

capacitor through a coil ~1hich had been machined from a solid block 

of beryllium-copper alloy (qb Be). The addition of beryllium increases 

the tensile strength of the.coil so that it does not distort easily· 

under high fields. As an additional measure the coil was potted in 

araldite. The_method of charging and discharging the 2000~F capacitor 

bank is shown in figure 4.3. The m~imum voltage obtainable from the 

power supply is 2 kif. This means that 4 kJ of energy is discharged 

through the magnet coil. The time variation of the magnetic field can 

be found by solving the differential equation for the sum of the 

voltages in an LCR circuit. 

i.e. Ldi + iR + .9. = 0 
dt c 

or Ld2i + Rdi + i = 0 .......... (4.6.1) 

di dt c 

At time t = 0, the capacitor is charged to a voltage V, and the 

current is zero. 
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The solution then is 

i =.V 
'£ 

SinWt 
w 
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••••••••••••••••• (4.6.2) 

The form of' the current is that of' a sine wave whose amplitude is 

decaying· exponentially with time •. Now V/LW has· the dimensions of' 

current • 

• Let i = v 

• • • 

Lw 

SinWt •••••••••••••• (4.6.3) 

The resulting magnetic field will have a similar. form (c.:f'. 4.6.6) 

i.e. H(t) = H
1 

exp (-At) . SinWt 

where A= R 
2L 

•••••••••••••• (4.6.4) 

To make the exponential term as close to unity as possible, 

the resistance of the coil and associated leads is kept as small as 

possible. This is accomplished by making the magnet windings of' large 

cross sectional area, and using large diameter connecting leads. The 

resistance can also be reduced by immersing the coil in liquid nitrogen. 

The period of the magnetic field of such a system was found to be about 

2.5 milliseconds, and the maximum field about 150 kOe. Such a large 

field however was not needed for the present investigations. The form 

of this magnetic field is shown in figure 4.4. 

4.6.2 Field Neast.trement 

The magnetic field produced by the pulsed magnet is measured by 

means of a pick-up coil wound with a total of thirty turns. This coil 

is placed.close to the sample but not so close that it is affected by 

the magnetization of the sample. Therefore the coil does not give . 
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the true field at the sample which is in the maximum field position. 

Although the field is a function of position as well as time, Poldy 

points out that the time dependence is not a function of position at. 

a given time t. Therefore the field in the H coil is proportional 

- -.... ~ 

to the field at the sample. However the output from a single coil will 

vary with position making its location critical for accurate measurements. 

This difficulty is overcome by winding the coil in two halves, one above 
• 

and one below the centre of the magnet. A slight change in the vertical 

. position of the pick-up coil results in an increase in signal from one 

coil which is counterbalanced by a decrease in signal in the other. 

The signal is therefore insensitive to alight vertical movements. 

The output from the pick-up coils is proportional to dH/dt·. To 

obtain a measure of H, this signal must be integrated. This was done 

electronically uGing the circuit sho\-.tn in figure 4.5. 
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4.6.3 · Calibration of the H-signal 

Pol~ describes two methods of H calibration. The first relies 

upon observing the M versus R curve for a substance which has a known 

critical field; and the second method which is less direct is concerned 

with calculating the sensitivity of the H signal from first principles. 

In the first case, Zn Cr2se4 was. used. The critical field value 

of 64k0e was used for calibration purposes. This was the method that 

Poldy and Hunter both preferred to relj upon for accuracy. However, 

Hunter in later work (8) points out that the size of the critical field 

is dependent upon the rate at which the e~ternal field is applied. 

This implies that the experimenta.l det.ermination of the H calibration 

may not be so reliable. Poldy's theoretical estimate still relies upon 

several electrical measurements, each of which may introduce errors. 

It is possible however to calculate the H sensitivity by taking only 

one 'electrical' reading. That is the deflection produced on the 

oscilloscope for the maximum field. The latter can be found as follows. 

For maximum or minimum field, 

di dH 
dt = dt 

This gives tanWt m 

where t is the time m 

I • i i • • = m 

and for a solenoid 

= ni 
m 

l 
Hence Hm = n i 

l 

= 0 

= 2LW ••••••••••••••••• 
T 

for maximum field 

exp [-~] Sin Wt m 

(A/m) 

' 
exp [-~] Sin Wtm ••••• 

(4.6.5) 

(4.6.6) 



If 1 is the p~riod of the oscillation then, 

Wt = 2Tt 

from the di6pL~y of the field, (figure 4.4) 

1 = 2.5 10-3 6 

• • • 
-1 

B 

also from the oscilloscope trace, 

• • . 

(lt .• 6.5>--

• • • 

Let 

Then 

t m 

Wt m 

2LW 
Ir 

R 
2L 

A 

= o.6o 10-3 6 

= 1.506 

= tan (1.506) 

= 

= exp L-~J 

= 15.4 

= 163 

Sin Wt m 

A = exp (- 163 X 0.6 X 10-3 ) Sin( 1.5o6) 

= 0.905 

Hence the maximum field 

' H = ni X (0.905) 
m -t 

= n V 
.l"Lw 

X (0.905) 

The inductance L can be found from the dimensions of the coil 

• • • 

L = Tt ~0n2r2/ l ~ 25~H 
n = 36, V = 2kV, [ = 0.09 metres 

H = 1.15 x 107 A/m m 
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This figure agrees quite favourably with that obtained by Poldy, 

lying half way bet\-teen his estimated values. 

This field produced a deflection of 5.2 em on the (xl, 200K) settin.g. 

Thus the sensitivity of the H axis of the oscillogram on this range 

is 27.8 kOe/cm. 
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It is also interesting to calculate the theoretical value of 

l'esistance R. 

R 163 - = 2L 

L = 25 l0-6H 

• R 8.2 10-3ohma • • = 
It is now possible to find the H sensitivities of the other ranges 

thus enabling estimates of the coercivities of different samples to be 

made. 

f .• 6.4. Magnetization Measurement 

The magnetization of a specimen is measurerl. by means of a pick-up 

coil placed close to the sample. The output from this coil is dependent 

upon the rate of change of magnetization, dM/dt, of the sample, and.· a.lso 

upon the rate of change of field ~I/dt. By removing the, dH/dt com1~nant, 

it is possible to integrate the remaining signal to find the magueti~ation 

of the specimen. 

To remove the effect of the applied field, a second identical 

pick-up coil is wound in series opposition to the fi1•st. Therefore in the 

absence of a sample the total output should be zero. However the two coils 

are in different fields, the first one being in the maximum field position. 

This results in a non-zero signal which can be balanced out electronically 

by adding part of the signal from the H pick-up coils. 

As in the case of the H coils, the above system would be sensitive 

to the position of the coils. To overcome this the second pick-up coil 

is split, and each half placed symmetrically above and below the first coil. 

A complete circuit for the M and H detection system is shO\-rn in figure 4.6. 

\'lith the H dependence removed from the N pick-up coils, the signal can be 

integrated using the circuit shown in figure 4 .. 5. 

Ideally, with no sample, the H against H display should be a 

horizontal straight "I • .... ~ne. However, because of eddy currents, the trace.is 
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found to have an elliptical shape. The amplitude and phase angle of 

the ellipse can be minimised by adding a correction signal of equal 

and opposite amplitude and phase. This signal is obtained from a pair 

of coils called the Phase Shift Coils (figure 4.6), and is added to 

the M signal. The required phase shift is obtained by varying the 

potentiometer P2, and the correct amplitude by varying potentiometer 

P3e \{hen taking measurements these potentiometers were adjusted to 

give a no sample trace which was as close to the horizontal as possible. 

To allow for residual eddy current noise, oscillograms with and 

without samples were obtained at identical applied fields. The noise 

companents could therefore be subtracted off. 

·· 4.6.5. The Centring Coils 

To be sure that any calibration holds for all samples, it is 

imperative to ensure that all the samples are measured in the same field 

position. This in fact should be the maximum field position. 

To locate the sample accurately at this point, a pair ·or coils 

called the centring coils are employed. These are wound in opposition 

and placed symmetrically above and below the maximum field position. 

When centring the sample, the M integrator is switched from the moment 

coils to these coils. When the sample is half way between the coils, in 

the maximum field position, the output is ~ero. If the sample is 

anywhere else, a hysteresis loop is produced. This then is a simple 

method of centring the specimen. 

4.6.6 Calibration of the M signal 

The saturation magnetization of iron is known accurately and this 

was used for calibration purposes. Several powdered iron samples were 

used in the magnetometer, and the resulting hysteresis loops obtained. 

The size of the saturation signals M , in millivolts was plotted against 
s 

the mass of the samples (see figure 4.7). 
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The gradient of this graph is given by 

g = f:!l Ms signal in mv 
f:!l mass of sample 

= 167 
100 

= 1.6z 

The specific magne.tization of a sample is given by 

0 = k x Msignal in mv 
mass of sample 

in mgm 

For the iron standard 

• • • 

0 s(Fe) = k.g 

= 218 e.m.u/V 
1.6z 

Thus for any sample 

0 (sample) = 130.5 x Msignal in mV 
mass of sample in mgm 

The units of 0 are then e.m.u/gm 
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Using the pulsed field magnetometer it is thus possible to measure 

magnetization and coercivity for different ~amples. However for the 

particles under investigation there is some doubt on the accuracy of 

the magnetization results obtained by this method. The reasons for this 

are two fold although they may appear to be synonymous. 

Firstly, the amount of material was small and the errors in 

weighing were greater than if a larger sample had been available. In 

addition there was a limit to the amo~t of material which could be put 

in the sample holder. This was because the packing efficiency of the 

particles was low, and the volume was filled with a comparatively small 

mass of powder. 

The second reason was that with such small amounts of material, 

the signal was small, and in some cases was comparable to the size of 

the noise component. 

The samples under investigation generally had high Curie 

temperatures. This meant that even the room temperature magnetization 
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was on the upper, more constant part of the Brillouin curve. 

Therefore although the measurements ... :ere rnado at 77°K the 

magnetizaUon results should not differ too· much from tho.s~ 

· expected at ;rooni temperature. 

4. '7. THE FARADAY BALANCE NAGNETOHErER 

Principle of Operatic_!! 

A Faraday Balance Magnetometer for susceptihili ty e.nd 

n1agnetization measurements \•ras designed and constructed in the 

laboratorye The principle of oper~tion relies upon the fact 

that for a specimen magnetized in a f:i.eld Hz and .field gradient 

dH/dz, there exists a force F z on the sp.eo:imen. 

This force is proportional to the susceptibility pE:r unit 

mass of the specimen. In the experiment, an electronic 

balance .,.,as used to measure this force. ThA paJ.ance had e. 

direct pen recorder output. This made it possible to display 

on an X-Y recorder, trncee of fm..'C~! versus field and force 

versus temperat~re. J\ blcck diagram of the system is sho\lln 

in figure 1+.8. 
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Construction. of Q1e NE..S...~tomc::tei" 

In order that the mar;netometer bf: \•ersatile, that is, 

that it could be used for a vn.:d.ety of experiments, it 11tas 

designed to take different dc:nountable fittings~ So that lm·1 

tempt'!rature work could be carried out the system \..;as designed 

to accept a cryostat. ii'hiG enabled materials under investi-

gation to be cooled to liqu:i.d helium temperature. At room 

temperature the cryostat could b(~ left in place, or. remrJved 

so that a simpler arrangement could be employed. 'l'hese two 

modifications of the magn•3tomcter. are E:hown in fi[!l.tr.es L•.,9a 

1. ~olenoid, gradient coil, and p_ower s~"'! 

The magnet used to produce the field H Nas an oil 
z 

cooled solenoid •. Originally, the solenoid h<;.d been cooled by 

water but this led to electrolytic dc•::omposi tion. of the copper 

windings. This had the effect of producing loc:alized hot spots 

due to thinning. Paraffin \':as tried as a coolant but this 

tended to perieh the rubber seale, •11hich had to b0 repla~ed 

periodically. Finally, transformer oil ;..•as adopted e.s the 

coolant. A table comparing the difierent cooling agents 

relative to water, j_s shmm below (9). (The Vc1lues given are 

average values) 

Paraffin 

-·---r--·------------~·'· \1ater 
·specific Heat ·1 0.51 

0 .. 50 

0.20 
---

Viscosity ±t 
Co_n_d_u_c_t-.i-v-~-.t-y----~-- 1 

1·- --

I 

~-e_n_s_i_t __ Y ____ ·-----r·-----11 .1 
Latent Heat of 
Vapourization 

0,,80 
...... _.._ ... __._. --

0.065 

- ·-
Tra.nsform 

Oil 

0&1+.5 
---

32 
~·--~ 

0.22 

0.,88 -
0.067 
-· 
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The transformer oil \·letS pumped t!u·ough the sol~::noid 

\\lithin a recirculating syE.;terrt, Since t-he cooling efficiency 

of the oil 'tras inferior to that of' \tater, the closed 

circulating system was jacketed by three additional heat 

exchn.ne;ers. These were cooled directly \·ti th water from the 

main. 

It \..rae also fmmd that the rubber seals perished to a 
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lesaer degree when transformer oiJ .. ;-1as 11sed. The solenoid 

itself '"as wound with copper strip in the form ·of 1 pancakes 1 ., 

\vith:i.n each pancake, one turn of copper was insulated from the 

next by nylon fishing line \lrhich had been twisted. rotmd the 

copper strip. Alternate pancakes \·:ere oppositely \-:ound and 

interconnected alternately at tho centre e.nd outside., 'rhir; 

ensured that \'then they \llere all co!"..nected, .. the f:i.eld due to 

each one \otas in the same direction. Each pancc.ke was immlated 

from the next by the insertion of thin tufnol sp.>.·:=ers., The 

solenoid l·ras enclosed in a 'brass cylinder ;o~hich h!td tufr:()l end 

pieces., The terminals for the soleno:i.d \·mre broug·ht out through 

these end plates. 

The pO\'Ier for the solenoid ,.,as derived from a B!'entford 

Stabilized D.C. supply. The solenl)id had a nominal resistance 

of 1 ohm. The voltage across the solenoid could \)e swept up to 

120 volts for a current of 120 amps. However, the magnet could 

only be run continuously at 50 \•olts. Continucus running above 

this voltage led to excessive heating. The supply had t\w 

modes of operation. 'l'hese \·!ere the current stabilized and the 

voltage stabilized modes. For the purpose of this experiment, 

the supply was oporated in th<::: former.. 'l'he curre~.t 

stabilization overcomes any variation of field due to 
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resistance cl1anges \-lhich may have resulted :from heating effects. 

'l'he magnetic field due to the solenoid was calibrated u.~:ing a 

fluxmeter and Hall probe. Details of the calibration together 

with the gra!JhS are gi\ren in APPENDIX A. 

At a constant current, and hence a constant field, the 

field gradient at any given point inside the. solenoid wc:.s 

constant. However when the field \'l'as varied, the field gr~:tdient 

changed. This varintion of the field gradient for diffcr0nt 

values of magnet current is sho\'in in figure 4.10. For fm:-ce 

measurements, it \'l'as desirable tc, have as fe'tl variable pRra:;'lct(:'t·s 

as possible, i.e. to have only the field. v~rying at com;tant 

temperature 1 or the ten.;,erature changine at constant field. To 

overcome the changing field gradient, it was necessary t.o inse:r"t 

a supplementary gradient coil into the centre of the solenoid. 

This produced a constant field gradiento It \>!ill be shown :L"lte}:·, 

in the section dealing \'lith the interpretation of measurement, 

that the gradient due to the main solenoid ca.n then be subtr.Otct.::d 

out~ The power for the supplel!ler,tary coJ.l l·Jas derived from the 

24 voJ.t D.C. wall supply which· had an A.C. ripple of a.bout 

2 volts ai!lplitude. This \'las smoothed to about 0.2 volts using 

the circuit shm•m in figure l•oll. In order that the cta•rent 

through the gradient coil could be controlled, a large rheosta.t 

\,ras placed in series "Vti th the coil. 'l'his also acted as a 

curi·ent limiter, ensuring that the current t}'!..rou.gh the coil loJas 

well bcl0\'1 the r:lafety level. A meter was included in the 

circuit to monitor the coil CU.l'l'E'f.'"lt, which \vas kept below five 

a.mpso 

The field signal for the X-Y l'eco:r.C.er was obtained by 

tapping off the voltage o.cross the Cl..trrent reading metei' of the 
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Brentford power supply. The impedance of the recorde:r.·was l.HQ 

and that of the meter 20Q 1 so no uppreciable current \-.'caf.; drained 

from the meter. 

The solenoid, together ~tti th the gradient coil, \'tar. mounted 

upon a .metal frame\11ork 'trhich fcrmed part of a hydraulic .iackinP: 

systemo This enabled the solenoid to be raised or lmrerod to .'3ny 

height, and also ma.de it easier to remove the glass de~.;ars. The 

total movement of the magnet was 48 em. 

2. The Balance and Electronics 

· The force on a specimen \'las measured us::.ng an electronic 

microforce balance. The model used 111as the 2CT5, ·made by 

C. I. Electronics Ltd. The balance head \111'16 mounted ir: a detachable 

glass envelope. 'lihis was fitted with t\"lO male B34· joints, which 

enabled the envelope to be sealed up and evacuated. It cot.i.ld then 

be left under vacuum, or repressurized with helium gaso 

The basic balance head construction is shown in figure 4.12. 

The balance arm or beam was made of an aluminium-beryllium-copper 

alloy. It was thus strong as well as being light. The beam 
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carried a shutter which was poBi tioned bet\oJeen a lamp and a 

pair of silicon photocells., These cells electronically 

detected the balance condition. The C(mtrc of the beam was 

attached to a movement coil. ThiG \oJas free to rotate in a 

magnetic field \'lh_en a current f:Lo'tted through its windingr; .. 

The balance condition .vtas maintained . by an electronic 

servos~,stem \othich acted in such a \'tay as to maintain. equal 

illumination on the photocellso These photocells forrr. part 

of a. ~ensi tive bridge circuito The actual electronics are 

not shown but the principle is illustrat-ed :l.n the simplified 

circuit in figu.:r.·e 4.136 In equilibriwn, the photocells have 

equal resistance, and so no bridge cur!'ent flowso A slight 

displacement of the beam upsets the balan.c~ cond.i tionA This 

results in unequal illumination of the photocells, causing 

their. resistance to change. ~!.'his in turn produces a. bridge 

·current vrhich flows through the movement coil, giving rise to 

a restorine; torque. 'l'he torque :i.s suff:i.cier.t to return the 

beam to its original position minus the slight deflections 

inherent in any servosystem. 
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Associated with the balance head is a control box and a 

matching box;, These contain moBt of the electronics, and enable 

an electrical output to be applied to the pen t'ecorder. The 

control box could be switched to operate o.i:'f a battery or off 

the mains. In the present experiment it ,.;as mains operated. 

The primary functions of the control box arc to zero and 

calibrate the balance output. The zero facility enables 

electrical taring of up to 2lo79 mgms by the usc of the coarse, 

medium and fine controlso The balr:~nce is calibrated by 

";eighing kno\.,rn standards and adju.-:;ting the output. There is 

a calibration control for each of the five ranges. 
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j 

· 'rhe matching box is placed br:::tl-Jeen the control box and. the 

·pen recorder. The ma.in.role of this is to match the output of 
the balance to the input of' the recorder • 

. The matching box ·has tlu~ee controls., The r3.tio control 

is really a potential divider and effectively increa.ses the 

· measy~_ing capabilities of. the pen recorder. It allO\o/G extra full 

scale deflections intermediate between those normally obtained 

from the record.er. This increases the accuracy of the device. 

The ratio control also ensures that an impedance of 5000 ohms is 

presented to the balance. 'fhe second control is the set gain 

control, which provides a variable calibration facility for the 

pen recorder. The third control is· for damping. By means of a 

switc~, different amounts of dampinr.; could be introduced to reduce 

the 'noise• lnvcl. The S\'litch ·simply introduces more capacitance 

into the net\~ork; the larger the capacitance, the greater 

tho damping. The higher. levels of damping were found to be 



unacceptable in the present experiment since these led to an 

increar;e in the response time of the balance. Therefore the 

electrical damping \..ras kept to a minimum. 

3. Mechanical Consideration 
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The glass envelope which contains the balance head. was 

mounted on a trolley. The platform of the ti·olley \otas 

constructed from 'dural', and "tas mounted on stainless steel 

bearings which "rere used as wheels. The trolley \"laS free to rw1 

in tracks at the top of a heavy duty metal frame. The purpose 

of the trolley was to simplify the loading of the bulance. 

· As can be seen from figures 4.9a and 4.9bt for room 

temperature wor~, the Bj_);:tcimen tube was :simply a glaas 011e which 

mated up \..ri th the B31• fitting on the balance on'Telopt:. It was 

then held in place by means of an ad.jur..;table slider.. }'or low 

temperature work, a more elaborate syst~m was !'equirecl. ~~his ::t.r:; 

show-n in figure 4.14. The brass header shown is in t\'10 main 

pieces. These bolt in place on the lo..,ter platform to prO\rtde 

vacuum sealing for the ap~cimen tube and the imter dew(-~.r. ThP. 

specimen tube is fixed in plac~ by means of the gland nut and 

'0' ring. The inner dewar seats on the rubber gasket shown, and 

is sealed on the outside with a rubber sl~eve~ Det\-1een the brass 

header and the balance is a jointed semi-fle:;d.blc coupling. This 

incorporates a bellows system \ihich serves t,!O important purposes. 

Firstly, when depressed it provides more room for loading and 

unloading specimens. Secondly, it ensures that no undue strain 

is exerted on tho glassware should there be any-misalignment. 

Another gland nut is incorporated in the top header platea This 

a.llO\.,.s the insertion and sealing of a stainless steel half 

transfer syphono The lower plntform to ,.,.hich the brass header 
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boJ. ts ~ :i.G c; lso mnch~ of" brat'W. Being large and thus heavy this 

helps i:-he nta.biJ.i t;y of the systet7lo '!'he platform is slotted so 

that the header can be slid out of position, and also to allow 

some horizo::1tal adjuctment for alignment purposes. 
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For the low tc:nperature vmrk, the specimen tube used \..raa 

made of a non-magnetic cupro-nickel alloy. •ro ensure that the 

specimen tube remained central and did no·t vibrate in the de\·tar 9 

a tufnol-and perspex 'spider' was made to slide ever the end. 

Into the lo11;er end of the specimen tube "'as soldered a double 

electrl.cal lead through. 

4o ;..-emperature Hcasu.rement. and the _yacuum System 

A copper-constantan thermocouple was inade by thJ.·eading the 

\•lire thrcueh P.T.Ji' .E. sl•.:;oeving. 'l'he ,iunctions \'im."e fo:::med by 

welding the ends of the \llire in a hot gas flameo The electri(;al 

lead through mentioned above enabled one of the junctions to be 

mounted inside the specimen tube. The thermocouple wires were 

also soldered into lead t.hroughs in the brass r!l'!ader. This 

allowed the reference ,junction to be placed in a.n oxternaJ 

nitrogen de\'tare This method of temperature measurement is not 

really satisfactory for t\'IIO main reasons. Firstly\ spurious 

temperature differences inside and outside the brasn header 

produce a thermal gradient across the lead throughs. This can 

result in larger e.m.f.s. being observed. The second and most 

important reason is the fact that the thermocouple junction is 

not in direct contact vt:i.th the sample. 'rhis leads to a 

difference between the observed temperature and the true 

temperature of the specimen.. Since the thermocouple junction is 

lower than the sample it would be eX!Jected that the observed 

temperature \·IOuld be on the low side. It may however be 
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neceRsary to consider such factors as the relative heating and 

cooling rates, and also the l:leat capacities of the materials 

used., For the present, a simplified approach has been a.do.pt(:d. 

Observed transition temperatures for different rare earth 

materials were compared with the true temperatures. This 

enabled a plot of observed temperature against true temperature 

to be made. (F:igure 4.19) 

The vacuum system allowed separltte evacuation of the 

syphons, de\.,rar \oialls, balanc~ and specimen tube, and the inner 

dewarc It was also posaible to flush \'lith helium ge.s,. A 

block diagram of the vacuum system is shown j,n f:i.gm.·e 4.15. It 

should be noted that the balance head and specimen tube could be 

isolated f!'om the inner de\oJar. This enabled either to be let up 

to air independently. 

5. Specimen holders and suspension~ 

'I'he basic specimen holder used in t:he Faraday balance \oJa.s· 

a small fused silica bucket. This was light in vw~.ght and small 

enough to fit inside the specimen tube. The bucket WRG suspr:mde~\ 

by a fine fused silica hbre. The top of the fibre \·ras cmmected 

to the balance via a light chain of stainless steel fibres. 

For investigations on loose particles the plain bucket \'tan 

used. In the case where fixed particles were studied, secondary 

specimen holders \'tere made. These were fabricated from perspex 

rod into one end of which a small h.ole was d.rilled. The 

p.."irticles were :i.ntroduced into the hole, and fixed in place 

using wax. (Wa.x was used since this \'tould not J:.roduce too much 

atrain on the particles). The small perspex holder then fitted 

easily into the silica bucket. 
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6. Connideration of Undesirable Effects 

In setting up the magn~tometer the effect of external 

influences had to be considered. It was required that the 

balance be as sen.si tive as· posGible. 'J.'o retain maximum speed. of 

response the electrical damping v;as reduced to a min:i.miu11. 

'l'herefore any effects contrib~1ting 'noise' had to be eliminated. 

or at least reduced to an acceptable level~ 

The fra.me\o~ork supporting the balance was fairly heavy and 

stable., This \o~as bolted. to the floor to help the rigidity.. The: 

sitine of the magnetometer was in a part of the labora.tory fairly 

free from vibration from generators. 'l'he vacuum pump \'Jas placE~d 

well avray from the balance head. The temperature of the 

laboratory was fairly constant over a particular run of the 

experiments. In order to avoid draughts, \-tindowa in the 

neighbourhood were kept closed. Since the balance depended on 

light to function, changes in background illmnination had to be 

avoided. This was achieved by cmr-erir,g the balance head \'lith a 

sheet of semi-opaque my lor. J.oading the balcmce could produce· 

noise. It had to be loaded gently to avoid shock and. reduc~ 

pendulum effects. Air currents can cause bee.m motfon due to 

buoyancy changes. For this reason evacuation and flushing of 

the system had to be done \-lith the utmost care. With practice 

it \o~as possible to reduce appreciably noise from most sources. 

However the pumping of the coolant through the solenoid still 

:produced some noise. It is envisaged that this will be 

eliminated by the use of a super-conducting solenoid. 

§etting u~- Operating Pro~edure 

It can be said that the Faraday Balance Ma.gnetometer \v-as 

designed to work in two principal modes of operation. Firstly 
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to measure magnetization versus field at coni3tant temperature, 

and secondly to measure susceptibility versus temperature at 

constant field. Initially 'though, the system ha.d to· be set up 

and ca.libraterl. 

By the use ~f spirit levels and plumb-bobs, the balance 

and magnet were aligned during th~ construction. The solenoid 

\oias calibrated and these results are given in APPENDIX A. 
. . . . . 

Before taking measurements the balance had to be zeroed and 

calibrated. Also the optimum position for the ·sample i.n the 

solenoid had to be determined~ 

An empty specimen pan and counterweight pan \·tere attached 

to the balance beam, and the head sealed up. This was then 

cvacua ted. The balance was S\·d tched on and allowed to warm up 

for about t\o~enty minutes. 'fhe zero adjustment controls \·!er·~;:, 

turned fully anticlockwise, and then the fine control advanC".ed 

about five turns clockwise. By advancing the coarse and medium 

controls about four or five turns clockwise, the balance \lias 

zeroed first on the least sensitive ra11ge, anr!. then successively 

on the more sensitive ranges. The most 'accurate' zero wa1:1 

obtained on the most sensitive range, and this was then valid 

for each of the other ranges. Once the balance had been 

zeroed, it could be calibrated. This entailed placing standard 

weights (2, 5, 20, 50 and 100 mgms) in the specimen pan. 

Depending upon the range, the obGerved \'teir;ht could be matched 

with the true \-:eight by altering the cnlibration controls on 

the side of the cabinet. Bet\oteen calibrating each range, \llhen 

a different weight was in the pan, the vacuum in the head \-tas 

allowed to 'settle'. This ensured a reduction in the noise 

·level. It \'ras important that once <\ range had been calibrated, 



the corresponding control associated with that ro.nge WJs not 

touched again except uhcn re-calibrating. 'fhe balance 1r1as 

found to remain calibrated over ·l·,ng periods of time. 
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The effe<~t of the zero control is not quite so critical. 

Once calibrated, the balance need not remain zeroed. It is the 

difference in w~ight due to the action of the magnetic field 

which is important. In fact the zero control can be used for 

electrical taring. 

\-iith the balance calibrated, it \'iUS ready for use in the 

magnetization measurements. 

The position of the sample in the ~olenoid for magnetiza

tion measurements was different to that for susceptibility 

meaourements. In each ca.se, the position of the sample for 

maximum signal strength was found., The relevant suspension 

lengths and position of the solenoid are shm·m in figures L~. 16a 

and 4.16b. 

1. J.fagnetizB;tion vs Field 

For magnetization versus fielcJ measurements, the solenoid 

was jacked into the upper position and bolt.ed in place, The 

position of the sample \Y'B.B chosen such tha. t the field gradient 

due to the solenoid at. that point 'lltaG a. minimum, and the field 

a maximum. The constant field gradient was obtained from the 

supplementary coil \Y"hich was inserted in the solenoid. 

\o/i th the power to the solenoid and coil swi tchcd off 9 a 

sample 11ras suspcmcled from the balancr~ and the specimen tube 

~astened in place. For the purpose of calibration, an iron 

sample, whose ma.ss and r;Jagnetizatior. were known, 'ltas used. The 

beam was approximately balanced by carefully loading· weights 

into the cotU'lterweight pan and observing the meter needle 
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deflectiono If it had been necessary, absol1.d.:s zero:i.ng cot~.ld 

have b..-~en c:~.ccor.;plir.:;hed by electrical taring¥ 'I'he balance head. 

\liaS then 13Caled np and ovacua ted" Power \•/as applied to the i:J:i:i.Tl. 

solenoid only and the current increased to give a field of about 

2k0e. ~.'his produced a· deflection on the pen recorder :i.mplying 

th\3 presence of a fl.eld gradiento The signa.l was reduced by 

finely adjustinr, the height of the solenoid so as to give a 

minimum r~;:,ding. The supplementary gradient coil was s\>:i tched 

011 and a new deflection obtainecL This '"as maximined by 

carefully adjusting the position of the coiJ. inside the solenoido 

'rhe systam was thus adjusted to gi•1e maximum outpnt. A plot of 

the force acting on the specimen as a function of field '11<3-S thus 

produced with and \-J:i.thout the effect of the gl'adhm.t coiL. It 

'YJaS found that to reduce unwanted hysteresis effecta 1 the 

gradient coil should be switched in and out during one field 

sweep. This is shmm in figure 4.17. Of course the force 

acting on a sample could be increa.scd by increusin::; the current 

through the e;radient coil, but this Wu'.lld mean ro-·ca.libl•e,t:i.on 

at the ne\.,r value of current. Plots were also made with no 

sample. These zero runs produced no background signal. 

It was thus possible to produce magnetization versus 

field curves in the first quadrant. In order to obtain 

information in the second quadrant it was necessary to reverse 

the polarity of the main field, and leave the gradient field 

as it was. Ccercivity values could therefore be determined for 

the particles. In the third nnd fourth quadrants the 

magnetization becomes negative. To observe the resulting 

'negative' force, it was necessary to 'back off' the balance. 

·As a reRult it was possible to produce a complete hyste::resis 

loop for a parti'cular sample and also to measure remanences 
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due to different magnetic histories. 

2 ... Su~.ptl.bili ty_ vs 'femperature 

For measurements of susceptibility against temperature 

the de\mrs and brass header have to be incorporated into tht:: 

system. 'rhis makes it possible to operate the magnetometer 

in the temperature range 4c2°K - 300°Ko The assembling 

procedure for this system is outlined in APPF~NDIX c. This 
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time the sample is placed in a different position. The field 

is kept constant and hence the field gradient is constant. 

'rherefore there io no need for a supplementary gradient coil .. 

'rhe position of the sample is chosen such that the product of 

field and field gradient is a Ii1tJ.>:irnum. ,.,". .L.e reason for this 

can be oeen from section !~.7.3. A graph of H dH ie s:w\·m z 2: ---
d~ 

in figure 4.18. Fine adjustment of the speci~en position is 

more difficult in this case. li'irstly there is a maximum 

height to which the solenoid can be raised due to th-:' dewar::;, 

and secondly there is a limit as to how far the specimen tube 

can be lo\·Jered into the inner.de"tiar. It is ponsible however 

to locate the sample in the operatinl: position, taking care not 

to allow the silica bucket to touch the thermocouple jtmction •. 

In fact it \~as found that the graph in figure 4.19 holds very 

well whether the bucket is close to the thern1ocouple or up to 

4 em from it. The additional error in the observed temperature 

only being about 2 degrees. 

Il\TTERPRETA'.PION OF HEASlJRFJ·lENT 

It \-.ras stated earlier that a specimen magnetized in a 

field H of gradient dHz/dz, experiences a force F • 
z - z 
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This force is given by 

F = Q dH_ 
z z "~' 

I' •••••••• , ........ . 

dz 

\~here Q in the di·.oole moment in the z direction (4-.). z 

For a param~gnetic samplec; 

mXH z ••••o••eoet.ooeoC':I• (4.7.2) 
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\vhere m is the mass of the sample, and X is the susceptibility 

per unit mass. 

• 
~ 0 F z m XH di-I z 2; 

d.z 

•••••••••••• 0 ••• • 

Now tha electronic baU::.nce produces an output \.,.rhich :ts 

proportional to the force. If the balance is calibrated, then 

the force can be simply expressed in terms of the deflect:i.·:m D 

of the X-Y recorder. 

i.e. F = A.D. z 

\'there A is a constant. 

• •• C' ••• 0 ......... . 

Combining expressions (I~. 7. 3) and ( lj .• '(.l~) and 

rearranginr; gives 

X= D 
mH z 

A 
dH z 
dz 

co•ooocoe•••••••• ( l " r.::' ~. ( o:}) 

For susceptibility measurements H is ke'l)t constant. 'l'his 
z 

means that dH will remain constant. H can be found from z z 
dz 

the calibration of the solenoid. By using a suitable speci~cn, 

it is possible to find the constant 

c = A 
dH 

dz 

.. .. 
It is therefore possible to determine the 



.. 
l 

suaceptibili tier.; of d:i.ffercnt samples. 'J.'lu~ method can also 

be uocd to obtain the variation ago.irwt temperature of the 

:l.ni tial susGeptibili ty of ferromagnetic material~. 

Expree:s:i.on (4.7.5) can be rearranged to give 

D mXH z 
P. 

dH z 
dz 

• • • • o • • • • • • • • • o e • 
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This shows that the P.ignal \·Jill be a maximum when the product 

Hz dH/dz is a maximum. (Since m, X, and A are constant fer 

a :particular :-:;ample)~ 

For a ferrorn.:tgnetic sample the dipole moment is expressed 

by 

= mO .... , ............. , 
where a is the specific magnetization. 'rhat is the 

magnetization per unit mass. For ferrcrr.u.gnet.ic substances 

one of the most important charactericticc.; is the saturation 

maenetization. This means S\llecptng the field until the 

material saturates. Varying Hz however, causes dHz~'dz tl"> 

chan~e. For this reason the supplemE'ntary gr-adient co:i.l is 

utilized. The field gradien~·due to this coil is dh and z 
dz 

this remains constant even as the main field ia S\-:ept. 

A measure of the magnetization can be found by sweeping the 

field \oJi th and \vi thout the additional gradient. The dHference 

bet.ween the t\.,ro signals givea a ·true indication of the 

magnetization. 

Taking expresaions (l~.7.1), (4.7~4) and (h.7.7) gives 

0 = A D 
m dH 

z 
dz 

eeCD.(II.i.DOOe••••• 
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In the presence of the addi ticmal field e;raCI.ient this beC')IIlef; 

modified to 

0:: 

I 

I 

A D 
mf~Hz 

l dz 

•••••eoo•••••oo 

.... dhz} 
· dz 

\'/here D is the ne\o/ pen recorder deflection. Rearrm!ging snd 

subtractinG these two expressions gives, 

I 

Om (D - D) = (dll dh dH•} A 
z z 

dz + dz dz 

= Om dl!z. 
/l"' dz 

• 
• e 0:: eo•o•f'••••••••C! 

Again by using a suitable caU1n·.?..tion specir:en it is 

possible to find the constant 

0 

• • 

k = A 

{::·) 
For this purpose a pOIFJdEi!red. pur'3 iron sample: \#lS used~ 

k = m(Fe) O(Fe) 
~D(Ji'e)-

where ~0 = I 

D - D (in mV) 

using a gradient coil current of 5 amps and 

m = 15.20 + 0.05 r.1gm 

<1 = 218 e.m.u/gm 

~D = 10.4 + 0.2 mV 

then k - 320 e.m.u/V. 
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Estimation of errors 

Let the error in k be /1 k, tben 

{ 11 k 12 
= (/1m~ 2 [11 a 12 

{/1/1 D "\
2 

k j m j + a + /i.D 'j 

For a standard calibration 

(~kk ( 2~ (p.05] 2 + [-..L.12 
) ll5 200 J { 0.21 2 

+ ·-10 

This gives 

For other samples the mass and signal a.re diffe:::-ent therefore 

the errors will be different. 

At worst, /1m = 0.05 
m 1() 

/16, D - 0.2 
LSD T 

• • • 
(

2·5}2 {~12 ioo · . + ... 

This gives 
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CHAPI'ER 5 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION - 1 

PHY"SIC:tL CHARACTERISTICS 

t1icropowders of iron, cobalt, iron-cobalt alloys and 

llickel \.rere prepared by the evaporation technique at pressures 

of Argon 'betto~een 3 and 20 Torr. At these pressures the mater].al 

evarorated from the filament as a grey smoke which circulated :i.n 

the bell jar.due to the gas flow. This 'smoke' settle;,& on the 

substrates in the chamber and appeared to consist of a black 

1 soot 1 c For iron, cobalt and their alloys the particles forrn.ed 

into strands which settled like 'cobwebs'. The structure, 

morphology, and size of the particles were then investigated by 

X-r~y diffraction and electron microscopy. 

5.1 CRYSTAL STRUCTURE" 

In order to establish the crystal structures of the 

particles, X-ray powder photographs were obtained for several 

fibre deposita. The 'd' values were then computed. The results 

for iron, cobalt and nickel are sho\·m in Tables 5.1, 5.2, and 

5.3 respectively. It can be seen that the measured 'd' valu~s 

agree very well with those of the powder file index. 

~Aid~s do appear to be present but to a lesser extent in 

cob!llt and ni(:kel. It is difficult to say when the oxidation 

took place. It happened either during the evaporation or latez· 

when the particles were exposed to the air. The n:aterial was 

1)hotographed again after several rnc:mths, but no further 
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oxidation w-d.D obGerved.. 'l'he reason for this may be that on~-

the surfa.ce of the particles oxidised. 'l'his would then act as 

a protective shell, preventing any fu:-ther oxidation. 

_An interesting result is that of cobalt. The f .c. c. to 

h.c.p~ transformation has been suppressed. This confirms the 

findings of Kitchen (1) and Wada et al (2). Sebilleau nnd 

Bibring {3) have proposed a dislocation model to account for 

the f.c.c. to h.c.p. transformation. The suppression of this 

transformation in small particles may then be due to there being 

no suitable dislocation centres. The transformation is in fact 

a Na:ttensitic one which occurs at 388°c. An attempt has been 

made to induce the h.c.p. phase by annealing and quenuling ( 4) 

·but subsequent analysis has sho~~ this to be unsuccessful. As 

far as the magnetic properties are concerned it would have been 

desirable to have both phases of the material. This would have 

enabled a comparison to be made between the effects of cubic and 

uniaxial anisotropy •. 

All the iron and irol1-cob;J.lt alloy particles investigated, 

exhibited the b.c.c. lattice. 'rherefore somewhere bet1r1een 

"t"'e30co70 and pure cobalt there is a discontinuity of crystal 

structure. The nickel particles produced all showed the normal 

room temperature f.c.c. structurea Lattice paran1eters have 

been calculated for all the metals and alloys, and these are 

shown in Table 5.4. The observed values are in good agreement 

with the standnrd values. Broadening of the X-ray lines was 

obsi'Jrved, but this is thought to be due to strain rat}!er than 

alloy inho111ogeneity. 

In addition 1;o the pa":"ticles produced in argon, iron 

pa:r.ticles were produced in air at 15 Torr. The results are 



shown in Table 5 • .5. This time the particles show a much 

greater degree of oxidation. The two oxides Fe3oL~ and 

Y - Fe2o
3 

both appea.::· to be present. How this affects the 

magnetic properties will be discussed in Chapter 6. 

5.2 PARTICLE NORPHOI.DGY. 

To investigate the shape and size variation of the 

particles, several samples were studied with the nid of the 

electron microscope. Electron rnicrogrnphs were obtained, nnd 
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these show the particle morpholog:i.es in Fig. 5.1~ All the 

photographs are :for particles produced at a pressure of 1.5 Torr. 

Three things are im.mediately apparent in the micrographs .. 

Firstly the particles appear to be almost perfectly spheri(~al. 

Secondly they form necklace like chains, and thirdly the siz~ 

of the particles is not constant. Instead t~ey have a particle 

size distribution. 

The effects of particle size and shape upon the magnetic 

properties will be discussed in Chapter 6. For the present it 

is reasonable to suggest that the origin of the particle chai:us 

is due to magnetic attraction. This chaining effect would 

itself be expected to affect the magnetic properties of an 

assembly of particles. 

5.3 'PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION 

From enlarged micrographs particle diameter distributions 

were obtained for cobalt powders prepared at 5 and 10 •rorr; and 

for Co, Fe30co?O' l"e60co40 , Fe, and Ni. powde!'s all prepared at 

15 Torr. These di.strib,ltions are shown in Figs. 5 .. 2, 5.3, and 

5.4. It ~1as attempted to :(it a known distribution to the 

o~served ones. \o/ithout going into the details of a X2 fit, it 

seemed that a. normal dist.ribution'gave the. best fit to the 
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observed data. 

Table 5.6 gives further information concerning the 

maximum and minimum diameters in addition to the mean diameter 

fer each particle. It would seem that as far as cobalt is 

concerned, evaporation pressures between 5 and 15 'l'orr have 

little effect on the particle size. For all the particles 

produc:ed at 15 Torr, the maximum observed diameter is not more 
0 0 

than 1500A and the minimum not less than about 80A. For each 

sample, approximately 200 particles were measured. This gives 

a standard error of the mean of about 5% at the most. 

The magnetic .implications of the above results are 

discussed in the next Chapter. 
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IRON 'd' VALUES IN A 

THIS \oJOHK FROM ASTH PO\·IDER FILE INDEX 

Sample Intensity Fe I/ I ~ Fe2o3 
I 

0 

2.928 V.V.\~. 2.950 

2.508 v.w. 2 • .521 

2.36? v.v.w. 

2.01? v.s. 2.02? 100 2.089 

1.?02 

1.608 

1 .. 432 \-1. 1.433 19 

1.168 M. 1.1?0 30 

1.013 M/W 1.013 9 

0.906 M. 0.906 12 

o.82'1 6 

V = VERY, \>I = \1/EAK, M = HEDIUM 1 S = STRONG 

TABI,E 5.1 
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2.966 

2.530 

2.419 

2.096 

1.712 

1.61l~ 
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COBALT 1d 1 VALUES IN A 
--~~~~~~~~~ 

-----

81 

w- -"· 

'l'HIS \iORK FROH AS'l'N .POVIDER FILE INDEX 
1------ . -

Sample Intensity ~.c.c.Co I/I h.c.p .. Co I/I CoO 
0 0 

2.460 

2.165 20 2.130 

2.041 s. 2.04'7 100 2.023 60 I 
I 

1.910 100 I 
1.767 M. 1.772 40 

1.506 

1.285 

1.250 M. 1.253 25 1.252 Bo I 
1.149 80 

1.08~~ 20 I 
1.o68 H. 1.069 30 1.066 80 1.065 

1.0ll·7 60 

1.022 1"1/W 1.023 12 1.015 20 
" 

J 
0&977 

0.953 

---·---
W - WEAK, M - HEDIUH, S • · STRONG 

TABLE 5.,2 



-o 
NicKEr. • d • VALUES IN A 

THIS WORK FR0!-1 ASTH PO\·IDER FILE INDEX 

Sample Intensity Ni I/ I 
0 I N.i203 

-
3.23 

2.80 

2.30 

2.033 v.v.s. 2.031 100 

2.;014 v.w. 2.02 

1.753 M/.S 1.762 42 1.77 

1.62 

1.4o 

1.241 M/S 1.246 21 

1.115 v.v.w. 1.11 

1.0609 M/S 1.0624 20 

l.Ol4o H. 1.0172 7 

0.8810' 

o.8o84 

0.'?880 

V = VERY, W = WEAK, M = MEDIUN, S = STRONG 

82 
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SAt-n>LE ·-sTRUC'I'URE OBSERVED STANDARD 
0 0 0 

a IN A a IN A 
0 0 

+ - 0.002 
-

.. 
Fe B.C.C. 2.861 2.8601 

l.i'e8oco2o B.C.C • 2.858 2.8607 

. Fe60Co40 B.C.C. 2.859 2.8542 

Fe30Co7o B.C.C. 2.836 2.J38~-

Co F.C.C. 3-537 3-5370 

f--- . 

Ni F.C.C. 3.514 3.5166 

I 
• VALUES TAKEN FROM "HANDBOOK OF LATTICE SPACINGS" (5) 

TABLE 5.4 

Dili'FERENT SAI:!PLES 



0 

IRON + OXIDE 'd' VALUES IN A 

- -· 
THIS \vORK FRN! ASTH FO\\IDER FIIJ:~ INDEX 

Sample Intensity Fe .I/1 O-Fe2o3 0 

2,.931 M. 2.950 

2.509 M. 2.521 

2.368 v.w. 

2.027 v.s. 2 .. 027 100 2.089 

1.705 M/\v 1.702 

1.621 v. \'1. 1.608 

1.480 1'-r/W I 
1.433 M. 1.433 19 

1.170 s. 1.170 30 

1.015 M. 1.013 9 
-

0.906 12 

o.827 6 
. 

V = VERY, W = WEAK, M = ~1EDIUM, S = STRONG 

TABLE 5._2 

84 

-l 

Fe
3
o4 

2.966 

2.530 

2.419 

2 .. 096 

1.712 

1.614 

J..L~83 

1 
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PARTICLE SIZES 

"--· ·-
SAMPLE PRESSURE HAX. DIA. NIN. DIA. NEAN DIA. 

0 0 0 

IN TORR IN A IN A IN A 

Co 5 1420 140 466 

Co 10 1810 90 l•86 

Co. 15 1300 90 44'+ 

Fe30Co70 15 610 90 328 

Fe60Co40 15 1'·•30 150 353 

Fe 15 1000 220 590 

Ni 15 720 130 306 

-

TABLE 5.~ 
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CHAPTER 6 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS - 2 

In this chapter, the magnetic measurements will b~ 

presented first together with comments \'then appropria ~.e •. In the 

latter half of the chapter, the overall implications \'lill be 

discussed, and a..11 attempt wilt be made to fit these results to a 

satisfactory model. 

Using both the Faraday Balance Magnetometer and the Pulsed 

Field Magnetometer, such measurements as magnetization, coercivity 

and remanence have been made. Hysteresis loops have also been 

investigated. 

6 .1. SATURATION };AGN!iil'IZ.I\TION 

In:i. tially, unfixed particulate samples were maf~netized. in 

fields of up to lOkOe. The resulting magnetization i"UlS mea3ur~~d 

using the Faraday BC:t.lance. Even :i.n these fields, it \·Jas e.ometim·e:;; 

found impossible to saturate samples. In these cases though, tlv:; 

magnetization \-tas starting to "le'Jel off". The saturation value 

\oJas then found by plotting the magnetization o-, at appli.;.d field 

H, against (1/H2), and extrapolating. to ( 1/H2 = 0) (1). The 

saturation magnetization \'/as found for a number of samples 

produced at different pressures. The results are shm;n for four 

compositions in fieure 6.1. The full lines reJ,>resent mean values. 

This sho11rs that the saturation magnetization is fairly constant 

over the range of evaporation pressures. 'l'he scatter about 

the mca11 is greatent for Fe and least for Co and Ni. This is 

thoueh t to be due to tl1e fact that more variable ammmts of oxid c 

are present in Fe than in Co nnr:l Ni. 

'l'he saturation r:Jagnetizatiorr of large samples of iron-cobalt 
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alloys 'IJere also measured. These are compared '\-lith the mean 
: . 

values for the particles in figure 6.2. The results from the 

Faraday Balance and the Pulsed system are shown separately. 

The observed saturation magnetization of fine particles is 

somewhat lo~1er than for large samples, although the trend with 

composition is similar. The values obtained by the Faraday 

Balance are higher than those by the Pulsed Field system. The 

reliability of the latter is expected to be lmter, for the 

· reasons outlined in section ~:.6.6. The uncertainty in the 

Parada~ Balance results is about 6% compared with 1~~ for those 

using the Pulsed :neld System. 

The decrease in the saturation moment of f:i,ne particles 

compared to large samples is believed to be due to the partial 

oxidation of their surfaces. Iron appeared to oxidise the most, 

and was expected to suffer the most. However, the mean 

saturation value of Co is 7\f}t whilst that of Fe is Boc,h of the 

bulk values. On reflection this does not seem unreasonable. 

Consider a particle consisting of a ferromagnetic core surrounded 

by an oxide layer. If the oxide surrounding the core is anti-

ferromagnetic it will not contribute any additional magnetization 

whereas if it is ferrimagnetic it will. 

In the case of cobalt, the oxide is antiferromagnetic. 

I~ can then be shown that the depth of the oxide layer is 

approximately 1a;~ of the radius of the particle. In the case of 

iron, it was shown in the last chapter that both Fe
3
94 and Fc2o

3 

are present. These are both ferrimagnetic at room temperature. 

On this basis it can be sho~rm that the l!"'e results can be 

explained by a mixed oxide layer, the depth of \'lhich is again 

approximately leY,?~ of the :..··adius of t!k particle. (see APPENDIX D). 

" 
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Nickel \ofhich is the least reactive with oxygen has a mean 

saturation value 9(Y;'j of that of the bulk value. These values 

agree very \o~ell with those of ~/ada et al (2). 

The r.1agnetization of the heavily oxidised iron sample was 

also measured. The' value obtained was in bet\•!een that for 

For coercivity, remanence and hysteresis studies, 

unoriented particles were fixed in \-lax. Attempts were also made 

to align the particles before the wax had time to solidify. 

Subsequent results showed that this \·las unsuccessful, even· in 

aligning fields of 4kOe. It is believed that this inability to 

saturate or align the particles is due to demagnetizing fields. 

·' Even so it was expected that chains of particles would align so 

that their axes lay in the field direction. If the chains are 

approximated to infinite cylinders, the axes are easy directions. 

If, however, the particles are treated as isolated spheres, the 

demagnetizing fields can be as high as 7kOe. These fields have no 

effect on the coercivity although they do affect the remanence. 

6.2. ··COERCIVITY HEASUREHENTS 

Using the Faraday Balance, coercivities of random 

assemblies 111ere measured after the application of a field of 

lOkOe. As a check that this was in fact the maximum coercive 

force, use was made of the following expression (3) 

!!APP 
H c 

....................... 
= 

111here HA.PP = Applied Field 

H = Coercive force at field HAPP c 

a2 = Reciprocal coercivity 

a. = Co"'~t"a""'t 

(6.1)· 
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Rearranging (6.1) gives 

'Therefore as HAPP tends towards infinity He = 1;a2 

This function was plotted for different samples in figure 6.3 • 
• 

The values obtained were the same as those for a field of lOkOe. 

The coercivity was also measured using the Pulsed Field 

Magnetometer, after applied fields of 38koe. The results from 

both pieces of apparatus are shovm in figure 6.4. It can be 

seen that the observed coercivities are in good agreement 

although the values produced by the Pulsed Field method are 

-slightly higher than those for the Faraday Balance. This may 

be due to the former measurements being performed at liquid 

nitrogen temperature. It is difficult to assess the errors for 

the Pulsed system although those for the Faraday Balance are 

about 6~-b. 

The coercivities of the nickel and i~on oxide samples 

were also measured using the Faraday Balance. Nickel was found 

to" Wive a coerci vi ty of 260 Oe ai1d the oxide coerci vi ty of 

360 Oe. 

6.3. REI>~ANENCE CURVES 

The different forms of remanence that may be acquired 

have been explained in section 2.5. In the present work, the 

stat:i.c remanence and the d.c. demagnetization remanence have 

been measured ·usine the li"araday Balance. So that sampJ,.es could 

be saturated, fields of 14kOe were used. 

In measuring the static remanence, it was curj_ous to find 

that the ratio of remanence to £>aturation magnetization was 

seldom greater than 0.25. Actual values of I/o0)/I.~ are gi".ren 
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later in the chapter. The results \'tere surprising since the 

theoretical value for a random assembly is o. 5 ( 4). 'l'hese 

values cannot be due to incoherent reversals. They may however 

be due to demagnetization effects or to the presence of 

superparamagnetic or multidomain particles •. 

In practice, Or(JI), O'D(H) and Os were measured, and not 

I/ H), ID(H) and Is. 'rhis presented no problems because 

a <H> r 

also 0 (H) 
r 

G(oe) 
r 

and (J D(H) 

a (oo) 
r 

I (H) = r ...;1;;,.,.,.-

= 

= 

a 

I (H) 
r 

I (oO) 
r 

In(H) 
I (oo) 
r 

Therefore values of 0' can be transformed quite readily to 

fit expressions for I. 

Recalling expression (2.2?) 

and rearranging we obtain 

I (H) . 
r _ _! [ l. - ID(!-I) 1 

- 2 I (oo) 
r , 

•••••••••••••••••••• (6.2) 

I (oO) 
r 

This function is valuable because it eliminates absolute 

values, a:1d permits remanence curves of different samples to be 

plotted simultaneously. 
.• 

Figures 6.5, 6.6, and 6.? show the remanence curves for 

different samples. I (II) and 
r 

':i:D(H) are plotted as functions 

Ir<OO) 

of IHI • It can be seen that in most cases, fields greater than 
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7000 Oe \"ere_ required to produce saturat{on remanence, 
i •' 

indicating that the samples contained particles with intrinsic 

coercivities as high as 7000 Oe. (Intrinsic coercivity.of a 

particle is that coercivity the particle \11ould exhibit if the 
,. 

direction of lowest magnetic anisotropy energy were parallel to 

the field). 

From these results, the remanence coercivity can be 

measured, and expression (6.2) may be plotted. H was estimated, 
r 

and plotted as a function of.composition in figure 6.8. The 

trend is the same as for the coercivity (sec fig. 6.4). For a 

random assembly of uniaxial single domain particles of uniform 

anisotropy the ratio H/Hc should be 1.09 (5). Observed values 

are plotted against composition in figure 6.9. It can be seen 

.. that the values are fairly constant with a mean value of 1. 75. 

These increased values are attributed to anisotropy variations of 

the compacts and also possibly to particle interactions. 

Gaunt (6) found for a simple distribution of anisotropies a ratio 

of 2.02. Higher values still may be due to superparamagnetism. 

Expression (6.2) is plotted_in figure 6.10. It would appear 

that there are bro linear portions to the graph. Originally this 

was thought to be due to the effects of cubic magnetocrystalline 

anisotropy. To find the extent of this anisotropy, the initial 

&usceptibili ty of iron and cobalt -..ras measured as suggested by 

\-/ohlfarth (7). This was found to be temperature independent, 

showing that shape anisotropy must be dominant. The shape 
I 

anisotropy arisen mainly from the chaining of the particles, and 

to a lesser extent from the particles themselves since these 

are almost spherical. If the chains have formed as a result 

of dipole-dipole attract:i ,n, theY;. they will exhibit a uniaxial 
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shape anisotropy along the axis of the chain ... 

However the two linear portions may not be genuine. This 

has been suggested by Wohlfarth (8) 1rrho thinlt;:s the deviation from 

the theoretical line may be due.wholly to interactions. If this 

is so, it is most probably due to interactions bet\lteen particles 

in a chain rather than interactions bet\.men chains, because the 

volumetric packing fraction has been e~timated as 0.06 ~ 6%. 

6.4. HYSTERESIS LOOPS 

The theoretical hysteresis loop for a random assembly of 

particles was first predicted ·by Stoner and Wohlfarth. This is 

shown in figure 6.;11. The remanence to saturation ratio is 0.5 
. . 

and the coercivity has a value of h = 0.479 Mhere 

h = HI s 
2K 

In the present work, samples \ltere not taken to saturation 

with the F'araday Balance, and so only minor loops were obtained. 

Using the Pulsed Field system, much higher fields could be 

generated, thus saturating the samples. For Co, a field of 

about 13.5 kOe was required to attain saturation. Hysteresis 

loops for different samples are shmm in figures 6.12 to 6.16 

inclusive. For the Pulsed Field loops, only the low field 

magnetization is shown. All the ~oops show the difficulty to 

saturate in lmr fields. They also show that the remanence is 

much lower than is to be expected for a random assembly of 

particles. 

6.5. DISCUSSION 

'l'hese results can be used in an attempt to explain the 

magnetization changes taking place in the particles. · Before 

doing so, the results of the last chapter will be reconsidered. 
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All the particles produced have a cubic· structure of 

one form or another. These particles are believed to be single 

crystals. Since the individual particles are spherical, it may 

be expected that only magnctocrystalline anisotropy should be 

present. However, because the particles chain together, a 

uniaxial shape anisotropy will be present. 'l'his is believed to 

' 
be the dominant anisotropy. The formation of chains is thought 

to be due to the magnetic attraction of the particles. If the 

particles are considered as dipoles, opposite poles will attract 

thus forming a chain, the easy direction of which will be along 

the axis of the chain. 

As far as the reversal mechanism is concerned, there 

would appear to be three possibilities. 

1) -Coherent rotation 

2) Fanning in a chain of spheres 

3) Curling. 

F.or curling, a chain of spheres is approximated to an 

inf~nite cylinder. This seems unlikely since the spheres in a 

chain are not uniforr.1 in size, and the chain goes to zero 

diameter at the point of interparticle contact. 

Although coherent reversals may be present, the visual 

evidence of the electron micrographs would seem to point towards 

the fanning mechanism. 

Perhaps the most important f':lctor governing the reversal 

processes is the particle size range. That is whetver or not 

all the particles are \'li thin the si.ngle domain range. It \'till 

be recalled that for a mixture of shape and ma.gnetocrystalline 

anisotropies, the upper limit for the radius of a single domain 

pdrticle is given by expression (2.22). 

, 
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Values of b are o_nly approximate since A can vary by 
c 

a factor of 4. -6 Assuming A = 5 x 10 estimates of the critical 

diameter are given in Table 6.1. 

At the lower end of the scale, 

This time k is Boltzmann's constant and T the temperature. 

As a rough estimate T was taken as 300°K and K
1 

= 4 x 106 erg/c.co 

The size differs little from sample to sample, and is approximately 
0 0 

150A for an infinite cylinder and 120A for a sphere. ('.rhese 

values are for the diameter, not the radius). 

Although not all the p.."l.rticlcs lie in this ranr:;0, a large 

proportion do so. IJ.'herefore many of the particles· should be 

single domain in nature. Few of the particles are small enough to 

be ouperparamagnetic, therefore this type of behaviour :i.s 

expected to be "s,.;amped''. It ~rlilJ. be shown later that the 

controlling factor is the volume of particles of a par·ticular 

kind and not the number \-lhich influences the magnetic pror-erti~~s. 

A summary of the magnetic results is given in Table 6.2. 

It can be seen that the attempt to align the particles had little 

effect on the remanence to saturation ratio or on the coercivity. 

Also sho\m are the results for the nickel and t.he heavily 

oxidised iron samples. For the latter, both the coercivity and 

the maenetization are much lower than for pure iron. '!'his is to 

be expected if the sample is composed primarily of t Fe2o3 and 

Fe_,Q, • 
:J "'· 

Assuming different mechanisms to be present, values of 
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· I · I I _j 
! I I I . I I I Fey.co70 190 I 235 . 1610 2000 0.26 0.18 i120 1160 

1 
1830 1.63 - - J 

~ I I I I 
1 co 112 1 161 ,. 980 1400 0.20 1 0.18 610 690 

1 

1100 1 1.8o 0.23 I 640 ! 
~ . - i . I . I I I I I Ni T 49 I 541 440 I 489 0.27 - i 260 - : - . - . 0.321 270 I 

t I I T I I ' I I I J-.~ixed j I I l Oxide 77 [ - _ _ - ___ I_ ---~ 0.16 ___ 0.19 I 360 I 670 · 750 / 2.08 0.17 37~ I 

C5 _ is measured in e.m.u/gm. 
.0 . 

F.B.H. = Faraday Balance Hagnetometer. 

I is measured in 
s 

_, -3 
e~ oe c.m. 

P.F .f-i. = Pulsed Field Magnetometer. 

TABLE 6.2 

HAGl'ITiriC I·fE!ililJRZ!T:".SNTS 

CD 
O'J 
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coercivity due to each process have been calcu"lated. These are 
i . 

shm-m. for different samples in •ra.ble 6.3. In each caGe the 

assembly of particles has been assumed to be random. No single 

model satisfies the observed values, although in some cases, the 

trends over the composition range are sirn:i.lar. It \'Jould seem 

therefore that a hybrid model is required to explain the 

experimental results. 

Bean has investisated the hysteresis loops of mixtures 

of ferromagnetic micropowderG (9). He calculated the resulting 

loops _by adding the magnetizations of the components for a given 

field, weighting them in proportion to their volume fraction of 

the total. The magnetization I of a mixture of N.types of 

particles in a field H can be expressed by 

I(H) = [ r~(H) rn/r 
n=l n=l 

f 
n 

wher~ fn is the volume fraction of the nth constituent 2~d 

I (H) is its magnetization in field H. Bean used this method 
n 

for non-interacting particles, assuming that the constituents 

were superparamagnetic, single domain and multidomain particles. 

A similar method has been adopted in the present \'Jork, to 

try t"o explain the hysteresis lool?s for Co and Fe60col•O" These 

have been chosen because the samples \'/ere saturated in each case. 

In calculating the loops, various assumptions vJere made based upon 

earlier results. Since there are a small number of superpara-

magnetic particles, the volume contribution of these' is· assu..-ned to 

be negligible. In addition to the single domain and possibly 

multidomain :particles, it is assumed that particles with an 

incoherent reversal mechanism are also present~ ]<'rom the electron 

micrographs, it \o.Jould se~:n likely th<d- fa.nnine; would be such a 



Sample 

Fe 

Fe80Co20 

Fe6oco4o 

}i'e30Co70 

Co ,, 

Ni 

~Iixcd 

Oxide 

,.. 

,. - -
Coherent Incohererit • -

Cubic Uniaxial Rotation 
Crystalline Shape in a 
Anisotropy Anisotropy Chain 
o.64Kl/ 0.958 11! o. 72 \(i s s 

I s 

224 4120 3100 

185 4580 3/+60 

0 5020 3780 

171 !~840 ; 3640 

. 555 2940 2200 

-
66 1330 985 

- 1270-1450 950-1090 

TABLE 6.3 

TI!EO_RE~TICAL AND OBSERVED 

V JI.J...UES OF COT~RCIVITY 

Symmetric 
F'anning 

0.5/+0ii s 
I 

2320 

2580 

2830 

2730 

1660 

750 

710-810 

98 

. 

Observed 
Coercivity 

in 
Oe 

550 

'130 

1050 

1120 

610 

260 I 
360 

-

•' 
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process. In particular, the symmetric fanning mechanism in 

randomly oriented infinite chains has been assumed to be 

operative. l~agnetization. values for this process .have been taken 

from Table II of Jacobs and Bean's paper on fanning in a chain of 

spheres ( 10). The magne~ization values of coherent ro'tation have 

been taken from Table 6 of Stoner and \</ohlfarth' s paper ( 4). In 

each case though the field parameter is different. For this 

reason a ne\'o' field parameter H., has been introduced where 

H' = for an infinite chain 
of touching particles 

and H' - 2lili 
rri 2 

6 .. 

To simplify the multidomain contribution, it has been 

assumed that the magnetization of such a particle varies linearly 

bet\·teen two field values + I 
shown in figure 6.17. At other - H A as 

field values the ·magnetization is saturated. This in SO!tl€\'l'hat 

oversimplified as there \'till be sam~ rounding near sature.tion. 

It is believed that the difficulty to saturate samples is due to 

this multidomain component saturating only at high fieldsc From 

the Pulsed Field experiments, the samples were found to s:tturate 

at about 13k0e. This then gives the multidomain magnetization 

in a given field. 

The magnetization due to the fanning process can be 

readily found since this depends only on the saturation 

magnetization (10). The coherent contribution depends on the 

anisotropy constant as well as the saturation magnetization. 

Therefore a value for K must be chosen to start 'tli th. By taking 
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FIG. 6.17 

· MAGNE'riZATION VARIATION FOR MULTIDOl-'lAIN PARTICLES 

'· 

different values for the. vol~tme fractions, hysteresis loops may 

be derived. The task is made easier knmling that at zero field 1 

<: 
only the coherent and incoherent mechanisms are contributing to 

the r~manence. Therefore the multidomain component can be found 

immediately. 

If a satisfactory fit is not found between the derived 

loopcl and the experimental one, another value must be chosen 

for K and the process repeated. The present calculations \-Jere 

done by hand, but it is envisaged ~hat a computer program 

could be used to speed the analysis. 

:ngure 6.18 shows hm experimental loops together \oli th 

sets of derived points. It must be emphasized that the method 

is only approximate because of the various assumptions. In 

general, K \-Till .• l~ot be single valued but will itself have a 

distribution of values. Superparamagnetic effects were neglected, 

and the multidomain magnetization is only un estimate. 

Inte1~actions were also neg1ected. 'l'!;...,. points shown in figure 
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.. 
6.18 \<lc:ce obta~ned by taking alJproxima te~y 15% fanning, 

1596 coherent rotation a.nd 70:/.: by volwne of multidomain behaviour. 

'rhe "average11 value of K was found to be 6.00 x 105 erg/cc. 

Again it muGt be F3mphasized that these values are only approximate. 

It is interesting to note that the fanning process leads . . 

to a higher coer.civity than that of the coherent proce~s. The 

former mechanism gives a value of 1660 Oe for cobalt, and the 

latter a value of 590 Oe. This can be explained if the coherent 

-reversals are taking place iri the individual particles rather than 

in chains of particles. Since the particles are nearly spherical, 

the associated shape anisotropy may not be much greater than the 

magnetocrystalline anisotropy. 

The demagnetizing factors may be fmmd from K. 

K 
2 K1 + l I

5 
(D:- D) 

2 
b a = 

For Fe60co40 , K1 = 0. If the particles. are assumed to 

be prolate ellipsoids, 

4Tt 

This gives Db rv l~.3 and Darv 3.9, which is fairly 

consistent \<lith a particle which is almost spherical. 

In the case of cubic cobalt however, where 

K1 = -8.5 x 105 erg/cc, Dl~ 5.2 and D rJ 2.3. This is mor~ o a 

consistent "YritP.. an elongated single domain particle. The 

electron micrographs do not provide any evidence of r.uch particles 

being present.· ~·' 

T'ne similarity bet\o1een the t\·IO loops obtained for 

cobalt in different fields would appear to support the belief that 

the difficulty to satura~.:: u~ du~) to the non-·hysterctic component, 
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i.e. the multid.omain procer;s. 

There is how.?ver, a rather discomforting dilemma. 

The field required to accomplish total satm·ation is 

approximately 13k0e. This is too high to be explained by simple 

demagnetizing effects of multidornain particles. .At the most this 

,.,;ould amount to about 6kOe for cylindrical cobalt part-icles. 

For spherical particles it would only be nbout 4kOe. The need 

for such a high sattu·at:i.ng field is puzzling. 

It may hoHever be linl~ed wi.th the field required to 

remove a spike domain of reverse magnetization. This field has 

b~en investieated experimei1tally in Sf!1Co
5 

by Searle and Garrett 

( 11) and found to be several factors higher than the demagnetiz:i.ng 

field. 
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CHH~rEH 7 -·------

CONCLUSION AND E:UGGI;J:;TIONS f'OH Ii'Uf{'I'H!~1 \t/OliK 

Conc.tucJ.on 

To conclude this thesis, it may be b~st to summarize the 
f 

results. Perhaps the most general statement that cnn be made 

is to say that the evaporation--condensation technique can be 

used successfully to produce ultrafine particles of ferromagnetic: 

mate:r.:i.aL However, the nature and properties of theBe particles 
~ 

canno.t be expressed quite so generally. 

11.11 the particles produced appear to be nearly ophe!"icalt 

but are not the same size. Instead, there is a distribution 

of sizes. Th:i.s in itself, complicates the magnetic processe:.~ 

involved. VIsual evidence from electron microscopy sho\otS that 

the particles join together to form necklace like chains. The 

magnetization chP..nges in an assembly of particles proC.1:1ced by 

this teclmique would seem to be best explained by a. mixtm·e of 

three different processes• 

The first of these is coherent reversal. This is believed 

to take place in individual particles rather than in chains. 

The former mechanism leads to a lo\-1er coercivi ty. Since the 

particles are almost r5pherical, the magnetocrystalline anisotropy 

may contribute significantly to the toal anisotropy. Depending 

upon the extent of the coherent process, :i.t may be possible thai. 

the effects of magnetoc:rystalline anisotropy would .. not be 

observed in experiment~ (For example the temperature dependence 

of the initial susceptibility). 

The second process is that of fanning in an infinite 

chain of spheres. Th:i.r. >"Joc'.al \{as m•i.g:i.nally proposed to 

explain incoharent i'evert-Jals in elongated single domain pr"J.rticles. 
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Even <.;o t it v10uld c.;eer.l to apply equally \V"ell ·to actual chains 

of splEl'er-.;. 'rhe coe:{'civi ty arising from this process depends 

upon the number of pa:cticles :in a chain, and the saturation 

magnetization. For an infinite chain, this \"lfl.S found to be 

higher than the coercivity produced by coherent rotation. 

(In the pl'Csent \-:ark tlmt is). 

'.Phe third l"ill.:tgnetization process J.s that of multidomain 

behaviour. This is the least understood.of the three. 

l~xt:rcm<:Jly high fields are required to saturate the mult:ldomain 
~ 

particles. 'J.'his may be due to the presence of spike domains 

of reverse magnetization •. Jlov1ever, for the present, a simplified 

multidornain model hr."ls been assumed •. 

It may be possible to obtain a larger proportion of sir,gJ.e 

domain particles by reducing the evaporation pressure to th~ 

submillimetre range. 'rhis ho\·!ever \<Jill probably increase the 

proportion of superparamagnctic particles. Even so, the 

volumetric fraction may still be small. 

On a laboratory scale, the amount of powder that can be 

collected from one evaporation is small (at most 50mgm). In 

its present form it is not therefore a commercial propositio11. 

It may be possible to overcome the problem by adopting some 

sort of continuous feed process. 

Jo~ven if this were so, ·it seems unlikely that these 

part:5.cles would find any widespread commercial applications 

either in the permanent magnet industry or in the magnetic tape 

industry. 'l'o be successful in these fields, the particles 

should fulfil the general requirements for magnetic hardness. 

'rhat is, hieh coerciv:i.ty nnd high remanence. For the recorrling 

applicationst the mater:i.al should also exhibit as aq·J.:<L"e a 

hysteresis loop aG possible. 
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'fhe present invesU.gation nmy ho'l!ever- ~ p:rov:i.de useful 

information for \-:orkers using the evapora t:i.on method to observe 

domains. 

_S,.;.eg,~§..~i~§__f.o:r· fur~!..~.:£.-'i.2..!'k 

It is perhaps easier to suggest things that· otl1er people 

might do. than those \·lhich Olte might attempt ones~lf. 'fhe v1ork 

\·:hich has composed th:i.s thesis has only touched at the t:ip of 

the :i.c1::.J~rg~ There are mEmy more experiments \·lhich conld be 

carried out in ·t.he futureo 

Perh:tps one of the most important of th'ese is to try to 

produce hexagonal cobalt particles.. This may be poss:i.l)le by 

using an alloy of cobalt \vith some other hexagonal non-magnetic 

metal. 'l'he particles :nay then adopt an hexago"nal structure" 

Hea.surements of coerci vi ty over a range of temperatures 

are important in that they give a better indicatiol1 of the 

presence and extent of m,fl.gnetocrystalline anisotropy. 

Anisotropy may also be measured using a. torque 

magnctometerc This requires the fixing in place of aligned 

}Jarticles.. ~!hen set, the e.ssernbly can be formed into a disc 

to accow1t for shape a"lisotropy., The probler.1s encountered here 

are in the alignment and collection of the particles.. Alsot 

tho binder used in fixing must p~event movement but at the sam~ 

time must not introduce st:r.·es::;. The alignment problem may bo:' 

ov<:>Nome by using n strong a lignin(': field during the evapcra ti'=m 

process. 

Bcs:i.des trying to align chains, it may be informative i:.o 

try to break them up completely so that the fnnn:i.:ng mechanism 

:is :i.-.hibitE:d. This may be possible using an ultrasonic 

r.;pi.-L:~.tor • 
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!Jleasuremcnt of the .other remanence curves would 

provide invaluable information for compc1.rison with \~ohlfarth' s 

expressions, and possible evaluation of interaction effectsc 

Particles should also be produced at very h:i.gh 

pressures to try to obtain an assembly composed ,wholly of 

multidomain particles. 

Finally attempts should be made to produce fine particles 

of other permanent magnet materials such as Alnicoo The 

magnetic hardness of this is due to isolated islands of 

ferromagnetic material within a non-magnetic matrix. These 

islands are believed to consist of single domain particles. 

Fine particles of Alnico would then have tota.lly different 

magnetic properties. 



APPENDIX· A 

CALIBRATION OF THE OIL COOLED SOLENOID 

In order that the field be known at a particular point on the 

axis of the solenoid for any given current, the following method of 

calibration was adopted. 

Using a f'luxmeter and probe, the maximum field produced in the 

solenoid was found for various values-of current. The results are shown 

in Figure A.1. Next, a Hall probe which had been zeroed, was placed at 

different points in the solenoid. The Hall voltage was measured whilst 

the magnet current was kept constant. This ~s repeated for a range.of 

currents. The results are shown graphically in Figure A.2. From these 

latter. results, the maximum field position can be estimated. The Hall 

probe was fixed at this position, and the voltage recorded for different .. 
solenoid currents. The results are shown in Figure A.;. It was assumed 

that the field at this position would correspond to· the maximum field 

obtained from the fluxmeter. Therefore using Figures A.l and A.;, the 

graph of Hall voltage versus field was plotted (see Figure A.4). 

Using Figures A.2 and A.4 it was thus possible to map the field 

inside the solenoid for different values of magnet current (see Figure A.S). 

Finally, it was possible to d-erive one more graph. That is, a plot of 

field versus magnet curre~t, for any position inside the solenoid. This 

is shown in Figure A.6. 

--~-------- -- - ----
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APPENDIX B 

JLV:PRnC OPTIONS(~ATN): 
DCI. P,Ll,L?.,P:i.,P2,X2,Xl,S,TH,DHKL,.Q(M,Kl FLOAT; 
Gf. T L ·1 ~ T ( P, L l , L 2 , P1 , P? l ; 

I*P IS HOL~ Sf:DARATT~N 
ll I$ WAVF:LEI'lGTH OF K.I\LPHf-1 
L2 T S WA\/f:L!:~!GTH OF KAI..!'HI\1 
P1 IS DEPCf:~liAGE TR.ANS!··1TSSTON OF Ll 

P2 TS PERCEN!I\G~ TPA~S~ISSTON OF L2*/ 
l=(Pl*Lll+IP2*l~); 

PUT EDIT( 'L YNE ".JC:o 1 , '!)HKL. 1 , 1 LOGD 1 , '0 1 ) 

. ( P ·\ G ~ , S K I r ( 2 l , X ( ! ? l , 1'1 , X I 1. 2 l , :\ , X ( 1. ? J , ~ , Y ( J. ?. l , t.. l : 
DO M"'l TO 2; 

GET L I S T ("I l ; 
DO K=l TO "-!; 
GET LIST{X?.,Xll; 
I*X2,Xl ARE SCI\lf PnSITIONS QF COPRESPONDJNG ARCS~/ 
S"'X2-X1; . 
I*S IS THE APC LENGTH*/ 
py,3.,141~2? : 

T H= ( P v -J.• S l I ( 4 t: r l ; 
/*TH IS THE ANGLE THETA TN PAOIANS$/ 
If M=l THEN D!l; 
OHKL=L/l2*ST~(THl); 

/~THIS IS THE CONDITION FOP RPAGG REFLECTION .AT LOW THET~*/ 

E"'O; 
lF M=?. TH[:N r:JO; 

OHKL,L/(2*CCS(TH)l; 
/*THIS IS TH~ CONDITION FOR ~PAGG PEFL~CTTON AT HIGH THETA~/ 

E~Jn; 

Q(~,Kl=l/(DHKl*DHKLl; 

I*Q lS DEFINED ~S 1/DYKL SCU~PEO*/ 
PUT EDIT(M,K,DHKL,LOGlDl,Q(M,K ll 
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( S K T P ( '? ) , X ( 1 8 l , F ( l ) , F ( 1. ) ., X ( 1 2 l , F ( 1 2 , 1 :1 ) , X ( 4 l , F ( e , 5 ) , X ( B ) , F ( 8 , 7 ) ) ; 

END; 
ENO; 
E':NO; 
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ASSEHBI,ING THE FARADAY BALANCE Fon 
ffiTT~ER:-:A:-='i'~U~R:-=E~J<:::X~'~P:-=E.t:-=R"='I~l·iE~ ... ~N~TS_.;;.._ 

Refer to figures 4.9a and 4.14. 
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lo \o/i th the solenoid as low as possible insert the inner and outer 

de\·rars together with the seating ring. 

2. Lo\'rer the specimen tube and spider through the top plate into the 

dewars. 

3· Place the brass header over the top of the specimen tul>e and through 

the top plate. ~iake sure that the sealing :r·ing and slee,Te are on the 

header. 

· 4. Connect the thermocouple wires to the lead tbrougha in the 'brass 

header. 

5· I.ower the top part of the header carefully over the specimen tube so 

that it passes through the gland nut and 10 1 ring. 

6. Bolt both parts of the header to_the platform by means ·or the clamping 

ring. 

7• Tighten the gland nut on the specimen tube so that the refez·ence marker 

is just visible. 

8. Carefully raise the solenoid and lead the inner dc~,,.ar into the brass 

header. 

9· Fasten the inner dewar in position by attaching the spri:nga from the 

platform of the dewar cradle. 

10. Ensure that a small gap exists bet.,.reen the dewars to allO\.,. liquid 

nitrogen down into the tail. 

11. Chock the solenoid in position. 

12. Insert and lower the half transfer syphon into the hea.der and seal in 

position with the 10 1 ring and gland nut. 

The system is now ready for use, and the same method applies for 

loading a specimen as for the room temper-ature system. 



APPENDIX D 

F.S'l'JEi\'I'IOH Ol" TllF. OXIDE DEP'l'H 

Imc.1gine a particle to c:onsist of a metallic core of 

volume V , Gu:crm.mded by a uniform oxide layer of volurnc V o 
n1 o 

If I is the lliagnetization of the metal and I that of 
m o 

the ~;_<ide, then the observed magnetization of the particle io 

given by 

= I V m m 
v 

m 

+ IV 
0 0 

+ v 
0 

110 

This assumes that the field due to the metal is adequate 

to align the magnetization in the oxide. 

0 
• 0 

In the case of cobalt I ::: 980, I == 1400, and I - 0 m o 

= = 

'!'his is the volume fraction of the metal coreo The 

ratio of the radius of the core to the total is simply 

= ~ o.B9 

'l'herefore the depth of the oxide layer is app;coxima. te ly 

11% of the radius of the part::.clec 

In..the case of iron, a mixed oxide layer surrounds the 

core~ Suppose that 1"e-zo4 contributes all of the oxide 
J • 

magnetization o" 

• • • 

Then I = 1370, I = 1720, and I = 480 m o 

89/ 
./124 

Again the depth of the oxide layer is apprC1~.imately 11% 

of the radius of the p3.rtic1e. 

Actually, if :F.'e2o
3 

had been assumed to contribute all 

the oxide magnetization, I = ~-20, and the depth of -the oxide 
0 

J0.yer \oJould still have been about 10% of the tota.l p..<trticle 

radiu.:.,. 
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